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3ABSTRACT
An iterative optimization method based on linearization and on
Linear Programming is developed. The method can be used for the deter-
mination of the material distributions in a fast reactor of fixed power
output, constrained power density and constrained material volume frac-
tions that maximize or minimize integral reactor parameters which are
linear functions of the neutron flux and the material volume fractions.
The method has been applied:
(1) To the problems of optimization of the fuel distribution in the
reactor core so as to obtain: (a) a maximum initial breeding gain;
(b) a minimum critical mass; and (c) a minimum sodium void reactivity.
Numerical results show that the same fuel distribution yields maximum
breeding gain, minimum critical mass, minimum sodium void reactivity
and uniform power density.
(2) To the problem of optimization of a moderator distribution in the
blanket so as to maximize the initial breeding gain. Results indicate
that breeding gain is a weak function of the moderator distribution.
These results are confirmed by studying the effects on the breeding
gain of the insertion of a moderator, homogeneously distributed, in the
blanket.
Finally, the effects on the breeding gain of surrounding the
blanket by a reflector are investigated. The results show that:
(a) savings in blanket thickness may be achieved with choice of a
proper reflector without substantial loss in breeding gain; and (b) the
transport and absorption properties of a medium, rather than its
moderating properties, determine the figure of merit of a fast reactor
blanket reflector.
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The objective of this study is the development and application
of a method to optimize the material distributions in a fast reactor
of fixed power outDut. constrained power density and material volume
fractions so as to maximize or minimize a given obiective function.*
An iterative method has been developed based on linearization of the
relations describing the system and on Linear Programming. The method
can be used to optimize integral reactor quantities which are linear
functions of the neutron flux and the material volume fractions.
In what follows, primary emphasis has been placed on the
problem of optimization of the fuel distribution in the reactor core
and moderator distribution in the reactor blanket so as to obtain a
maximum initial breeding gain. In addition, the optimization method
has been applied to the problems of optimization of critical mass
and sodium void reactivity.
Numerical results show that: (a) the core of maximum initial
breeding gain is also the core of minimum critical mass and minimum
*The term objective function in this study is used to denote a
criterion of optimality.
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sodium void reactivity; and (b) the initial breeding gain is a very
weak function of the moderator concentration in the blanket.
Fast reactors are of interest primarily because of the economic
advantage resulting from their ability to breed more fissile fuel than
they consume. It follows that fast reactors should be designed with a
breeding potential as high as possible within the framework established
by engineering constraints.
A typical fast reactor consists of a core of plutonium-enriched
fuel surrounded by a blanket of depleted uranium, which in turn is
surrounded by a reflector-shield region. Breeding can be achieved
both in the core (internal) and in the blanket (external). In the
core, the breeding potential increases monotonically as the spectrum
is hardened. Therefore addition of a moderating material in the core
is detrimental to internal breeding. In the blanket, however,
introduction of a moderating material softens the spectrum and favors
captures by the fertile material in the sub-key energy range. Thus
the central question is how should the fuel in the core, and the
fertile and moderating materials in the blanket be distributed so
that the initial breeding gain is maximized.
In typical demonstration plant and 1000-MWe fast breeder
reactor studies, the blanket designs are quite similar. The apparent
design strategy is primarily to accommodate as much depleted UO2 as
practicable subject to the following constraints. The axial blanket
is an extension of the core fuel, and therefore has the same fuel
volume fraction; further its thickness is often established by
13
shielding requirements for the protection of core structure, and for
this reason is thicker than justified solely by breeding economics.
The radial blanket consists of several rows (typically three) of
subassemblies having larger diameter rods and a lower coolant volume
fraction than the core. The reflector-shield external to the blanket
is usually a high-volume-fraction steel region. Thus most of the
current work is proceeding within a very narrow envelope of design
choices.
iHasnain and Okrent (1) made a preliminary study of the effects
of inserting graphite in a fast reactor blanket. They studied four
blanket configurations, three of them with graphite, and a reference
blanket without graphite. They found a small drop in breeding ratio
due to insertion of the graphite, and concluded that inclusion of
moderating material in a fast reactor blanket is not promising for a
high-power density reactor using optimum fuel cycling.
Perks and Lord (2) studied several blanket configurations
containing moderating materials such as graphite, sodium and a
graphite-stainless steel mixture. They also found a small drop in
breeding ratio for the moderated configurations compared to a
reference design without moderating material.
An early blanket design of the British PFR, since dropped,
consisted of one row of subassemblies containing a mixture of graphite
and steel, one row of subassemblies containing UO2, and two rows of
subassemblies containing graphite. In reference (3) it is reported
that this arrangement was selected because it leads to a reduction
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in critical mass and to an improvement in the core radial power form
factor. Moreover, it is reported that removal of the moderator
improves the breeding gain.
In all the analyses just cited, however, it is not possible
to ascertain whether the configuration which gives the maximum
breeding is included among the options selected for study.
A primary purpose of the present work is to avoid this
deficiency through use of systematic optimization techniques.
1.2 THE BREEDING RATIO AND BREEDING GAIN
The breeding ratio and the breeding gain have been defined in
a variety of ways. In this section the various definitions of the
breeding ratio and breeding gain which have been used in fast reactor
studies, and the definition of the breeding gain used in this study
are discussed.
The initial (i.e. beginning of life) breeding ratio, b, is
usually defined as the ratio of the fissile production rate to the
fissile consumption rate. The breeding gain is then defined as
production less consumption per unit consumption, or b-1.
In the U.K., the preferred definition of breeding performance
of a fast reactor is the breeding gain defined as (3)
Breeding gain = Pu239 produced per fission above that required to
maintain criticality
Since the plutonium inventory of a fast reactor can arise from sources
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of plutonium of differing isotopic composition, an "equivalent Pu2 3 9 ,
quantity is defined as the quantity of Pu239 which has the same
reactivity worth in fast reactors. For example, for a large ceramic
fueled fast reactor the "equivalent Pu 2 3 9 " is defined as
"Pu2 3 9" = Pu2 3 9 + 1.5PU24 1 + 0.15(Pu2 4 0 + Pu242)
In a similar vein, Ott (4) defines the breeding ratio as
238 239 240 241
b Rc YORc +Y 1 Rc + Y2Rcb R 239 240 241 242
Ra +Y 0Ra + YiRa + Y2Ra
i.e., the (spatially integrated) production rate (R c) of the weighted
plutonium isotopes over their consumption rate (R a). The weights
(y 's) are defined as
Ni . 240 241 242
Y = , i= P , P , PA u u u
P 239
u
This definition has the advantage that b0 is fairly insensitive to
variations in fuel composition.
In this study, the breeding performance of a fast reactor is
measured by a breeding gain, defined as the ratio of the net fissile
production rate (production rate minus consumption rate) to the
thermal power produced. This measure has been selected because:
(a) for a power reactor of constant power output, it gives an objective
function (breeding gain) for the breeding optimization problem, which
is easily linearized about an operating point; and (b) it can be
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readily used in economic studies, in which power production and
plutonium production enter directly as key variables. Because it
directly relates the net production of fissile fuel to the power
production, which is desirable from the point of view of economic
studies, the breeding gain used in the present study could be called
the "economist's" breeding gain, as opposed to the "physicist's"
or "chemist's" values defined by other authors (5). Compatible with
this definition of the total breeding gain, the internal breeding
gain is, in turn, defined as the net fissile production in the core
per unit total thermal power produced. Similarly the external
breeding gain is defined as the net fissile production in the blanket
per unit total thermal power produced. These latter definitions of
the total, internal and external breeding gain will be used consis-
tently throughout the remainder of this study.
1.3 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
One recurring problem that arises in reactor design, is the
selection of the optimum value of a reactor parameter according to a
criterion of optimality. Optimization techniques can provide answers
to such a problem, since they seek the optimum solution in a system-
atic way without reliance on intuition or random selection.
In the present work advanced optimization techniques, such as
Variational Methods, Dynamic Programming and Linear Programming have
been considered. These techniques have previously been used to solve
several problems which are more or less related to the present work.
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Goertzel (6) solved the problem of optimum fuel distribution
in a homogeneous moderator region so as to obtain a thermal reactor
of minimum critical mass by using the methods of the classical
calculus of variations.
Kochurov (7) solved the same problem with the constraint that
the fissile concentration be less than an upper limit, by means of
the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin.
Goldschmidt and Quenon (8) used the Maximum Principle of
Pontryagin to find the fuel distribution which minimizes the critical
mass of a slab geometry fast reactor, described by one-group diffusion
theory and subject to the constraints that: (a) the total thermal
power be constant; (b) the power density be less than or equal to an
upper limit; and (c) the fuel enrichment be bounded.
The Maximum Principle of Pontryagin has also been used by
other authors. Zaritskaya and Rudik (9) used it to find the fuel
distribution which leads to the minimum critical size of a reactor
of given total power and limited power density, and the fuel distribu-
-tion which gives the maximum total power output of a reactor of known
dimensions and bounded maximum flux. Rosztoczy and Weaver (10) used
it to determine an optimum reactor shutdown program that minimizes
the excess reactivity required to override the xenon poisoning.
Finally, Roberts and Smith (11) used it to determine an optimum
reactor shutdown program that minimizes the time necessary for shut-
down, subject to the constraint that the xenon concentration never
exceed the available reactivity override.
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Ash (12) used Dynamic Programming to determine an optimal
reactor-shutdown program that either minimizes the post-shutdown
xenon concentration maximum, or minimizes the xenon concentration
itself at a given post-shutdown time.
Wall and Fenech (13) also used Dynamic Programming to optimize
the refueling policies of a single-enrichment, three zone PWR core
for a minimum unit power cost subject to the constraints that the
fuel burnup and power density be bounded.
Gandini, Salvatores and Sena (14) developed a method based
on generalized perturbation theory and on Linear Programming to
optimize reactor integral parameters, linear or bilinear in the real
and adjoint neutron fluxes.
Purica, Pavelescou and Anton (15) developed an algorithm
based on game theory, to optimize the dimensions and enrichment of a
spherical fast reactor having homogeneous core and blanket and given
U238 inventory so as to obtain a maximum initial breeding ratio.
A brief review of other optimization studies directly and
indirectly related to Nuclear Engineering is given in Appendix A.
For the purposes of this work the Maximum Principle of
Pontryagin and Dynamic Programming have been considered for the
solution of the breeding optimization problem, but they have not been
used. Application of the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin leads to a
two-point boundary value problem which is difficult to solve either
analytically or numerically. Dynamic Programming, in spite of its
conceptual and programming simplicity, imposes exceptionally large
19
fast-access digital computer memory requirements. Instead an iterative
method based on linearization of the equations describing the system
and on Linear Programming has been developed and successfully applied.
Linear Programming is concerned with the solution of optimiz-
ation problems for which all relations among the variables are linear
both in the constraints and the function to be maximized or minimized
(16). Since the problem with which this study is concerned is non-
linear, linearization is used to reduce it to a form suitable for the
use of Linear Programming. The linearization procedure and Linear
Programming are discussed in Appendix B.
1.4 REPORT OUTLINE
This report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the
theoretical basis of the optimization method used in the study is
discussed. In Chapter 3 the method is applied to the optimization
of the reactor core. In Chapter 4 the optimization of the reactor
blanket is discussed. In Chapter 5 general conclusions and recom-
mendations are discussed. Appendix A contains a brief literature
review of publications on theory and applications of optimization
methods. In Appendix B Linear Programming and the linearization
procedure are discussed. In Appendix C the method of Piecewise
Polynomials is briefly discussed and some integral quantities of the
piecewise polynomials are evaluated. The computer program written




As already stated in Section 1.1, the purpose of this study
is the development and application of a method for the optimization
of the material distributions in a fast reactor of fixed power out-
put, constrained power density and material volume fractions so as
to maximize or minimize a given objective function. Without any
loss of generality, the method will be developed in this Chapter in
connection with the breeding optimization problem. The mathematical
statement of this problem is given in Section 2.1, the linearized
form of the problem is presented in Section 2.2, the solution of the
linearized multigroup diffusion equations is discussed in Section 2.3,
the Linear Programming iterative scheme is discussed in Section 2.4,
some remarks on the limitations and capabilities of the method are
discussed in Section 2.5, and a brief summary of the method is given
in Section 2.6.
2.1 MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A typical fast reactor consists of a core of plutonium-
enriched fuel surrounded by a blanket of depleted uranium, which,
in turn, is surrounded by a reflector-shield region as shown
schematically in Fig. 2.1. It is a common practice to describe
the neutron behavior in a fast reactor by the multigroup diffusion
21
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equations. For an infinite cylindrical geometry the diffusion
equation for the i-th group at a point r is written as (17)
N
VD (r)V$ (r) - a,i (r)$ (r) - E E (i-h)(r) i(r) +
h=i+l
i-1 N
E 7(h-i)(r)h (r) + Xi E Vh f,h(r)$h(r) = 0 (2.1)
h=1 h=1
where
$. = neutron flux in group i
D = diffusion coefficient for group i
E a.i = macroscopic absorption cross section for group i
E i-h) = macroscopic down-scattering cross section for transfer from
group i to group h by elastic and inelastic scattering
Xi = fraction of fission neutrons born into group i
Vh = number of neutrons released per fission occuring in group h
E f~h = macroscopic fission cross section for group h
N = number of neutron groups
The power density P(r) at a point r is given by the relation
N f
P(r) = E {uf (r)E f5  + [N0 - u f(r) - um(r)]E fi} (r) (2.2)
i=1
where
u f(r) = volume fraction of the fissile material
um(r) = volume fraction of the moderating material
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fsfsi = macroscopic fission cross section of pure fissile material
for group i
fr
= macroscopic fission cross section of pure fertile material
for group i
N = fissile volume fraction + fertile volume fraction +
moderator volume fraction
The total thermal power W delivered by the reactor is
tfN




tf = outer reactor radius
The breeding gain as defined in Section 1.2 is written as
J'tfN
27T i E {[N0 -u f(r)-u m(r)]Efr fsJz ~uf(r)}$ (r)rdr
BG = 0 =
W (2.4)
where
E fr =macroscopic capture cross section of pure fertile materialy~i
for group i
Es
Ea i = macroscopic absorption cross section of pure fissile material
for group i
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In terms of the mathematical relations just cited the breeding
optimization problem is stated as follows: Find the optimum fissile
and moderator distributions, uf(r) and u m(r) respectively, which
maximize the breeding gain BG (Eq. 2.4) while the following equations
and inequalities are satisfied:
1. Multigroup diffusion equations (Eq. 2.1)
2. The power density
P(r) < p = const. (2.5)
3. The total thermal power
W = const. (2.6)
4. The sum of fissile and moderator volume fractions
um + u < No = const. (2.7)
2.2 THE LINEARIZED FORM OF THE BREEDING OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
It is seen from Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) that the
optimization problem of interest is nonlinear. As already mentioned
in Section 1.3 it is very difficult to solve such a problem explicitly
or numerically through use of nonlinear optimization methods. For
this reason computer aided solutions have been sought through use of
appropriate mathematical programming techniques. One of these
techniques is Linear Programming which has the advantages of simplicity
and availability of standard computer subroutines.
Linear Programming is a method for maximizing (minimizing) a
linear objective function for a system with linear algebraic constraints.
For a nonlinear problem, linearization can be used to reduce the
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problem into a form suitable for use of Linear Programming.
Application of the linearization procedure discussed in
Appendix B to Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) results in the
following linearized form of these relations.
1. Linearized breeding gain
2f Nfs 0BG = {- u (r) E(E + ) i(r)rdr -
J t N E )vi(r)rdr +
0
t [(N0O-u f(r)-u m(r))E Y.-u f(r)E ]$l~ (r)rdr +
J tf N 0  fr (Or)dr} (2.8)
0
where the superscript 0 is used to denote quantities evaluated at
the operating point about which the relations describing the system
are linearized, and
* 0$ (r) = $ (r) - * (r) (2.9)1 1
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2. Linearized multigroup diffusion equations
1 d 0 d * 0 N 0
r r rD (r) $r~ (r]-E~(r) - Z Z -h(r)$ (r) +r dr i r a-i- ) - ai 1 h=i+l(ih) 
1-1 0  N 0 *h 1(h-i)(r)$h (r) + Xh Vh f h(r)$h +h=l h=l
[u (r)-u 0 (r)]{-[E 
- CE ]o (r) - N [Z ih) (i-h)] (r) +1 a i h=i+1
i-i N
hEl[E _ -i- E ]$-~ l (r) + X, [v s fr h v f ]$o hr) -h=l h=l
F. fs fr dO0(r
tr,i tri 1 d d (r)0
3[E0 (r)] dr r dr] + [Um(r)-um(r)]
{m ~fr 0 N m ~fr ~0
]ai $ (r) - E [E (i-h) (i-h)] (r) +
h=i+1
i-1 Ni -i f 0 N f r f r 0
h E 1 h- - i) ] (r + Xh [-v Ef h (r)
h l ( - ) (hi) h hr) + -h
~m ~fr 0
Er,i tr,i 1 d d4(r)
0 2 r dr [r ]} = 0 (2.10)
3[2r .(r)] drtr, i
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where
E tr9, =macroscopic transport cross section for group i
The superscript m is used to denote properties of the moderating
material.
3. Linearized total thermal power
tf N tsfr 0f N f
W u f (r) [i -E fr ]i (r)rdr - um(r) fr E (r)rdrjf ff ~ m ~ ~~(~d
0 0
t f N t f N
(r)$ (r)rdr + E N0 f i (dr (2.11)
0 0
4. Linearized power density
N f fr 0 Nf 0
P(r) = u (r) [E' -E ] (r) - u(r) f $ (r) +
N0 N fr 0
$ i,i (r) + E NO fi i(r) (2.12)
i=1 i=1
When the multigroup diffusion equations are solved to obtain
the neutron flux in a reactor, the criticality condition is imposed
by the requirement that the eigenvalue of the multigroup diffusion
equations be equal to 1. In this study, as explained later in this
chapter, the linearized multigroup diffusion equations are used to
*
express $as a function of uf and um. For the reactor to remain
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critical u and um can not change in an arbitrary way. Perturbation
theory can be used to express the criticality condition in the form (18)
-[u (r)-u0 (r)]











N fs _ fr
E: tri tr,i VO (r)Vi$ (r)rdr +
j=l 3[E (r)] 2 i i
tr,i
N fs fr 0 0
E [I .-E a] $ (r)i (r)rdr +
N N 0 0
E E [E (i-h) (i-h)]i (r)[ i(r)-h (r)]rdr -
h=1 h=i+1
N N fsfs frfr00
]E E [vfs f h f rhl ]$ (r) i(r)rdr -
i=1 h=1
0 N? t -Efr
[ur 0~) tr,i tr 1 0 0+
[um (r)-u 0(r) r i 2 V4 (r)V$i(r)rdr +i=1 3[E tr,i r)]
0 N 0 0[u (r)-u (r)] E , a, i]0(r)*i(r)rdr +
0 N




[u m(r)-u (r)] E
N
1 h=i+1 [z m - (I-h) 
] 0(r)[ 0(r)-$ (r)]rdr -
N















$l= adjoint flux for group i
k = k-effective
In terms of the linearized relations just cited the breeding
optimization problem is stated as follows: Determine the optimum
fissile and moderator distributions u (r) and u m(r) respectively,
which maximize the breeding gain BG (Eq. 2.8) while the following
relations are satisfied:
1. Linearized multigroup diffusion equations (Eqs. 2.10)
2. The total thermal power
W = const. (2.14)
3. The power density
P(r) < p = const. (2.15)
4. Criticality condition as expressed by Eq. (2.13)
5. O<uf) O<uM, um+u f< NO = const. (2.16)
Even after the linearization the optimization problem does
not yet have the proper form for application of Linear Programming.
Such a form, however, can be obtained as follows: (a) the reactor is
divided into a number, R, of regions, each with spatially uniform
material concentrations; and (b) the linearized multigroup diffusion
equations are solved to express each $ (i=1,N) as a function of
u f, umj (j=1,R). Thus, the functional to be maximized and the
constraints of the problem become linear algebraic functions of




2.3 SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION EQUATIONS
The linearized multigroup diffusion equations are of the form
* * *
L $ = f(uf un) (2.17)
where L is the multigroup diffusion matrix operator and
* 0 *0
uf = u -uf , m = um-um (2.18)
* * *
We want to express ) as a function of uf and um. Application of the
finite difference technique gives a set of algebraic equations of the
form
* * *
M = f (uf,u) (2.19)
Equations (2.19) can be solved by inversion of the matrix M. On the
other hand even for 5 neutron groups and 100 mesh points M is a
large (500 x 500) matrix and its inversion requires excessive computer
time and gives rise to prohibitive round-off errors.
This difficulty can be avoided by use of the method of
Piecewise Polynomials, discussed by Kang (19). A brief description
of this method is given in Appendix C. The method of Piecewise
Polynomials can be applied to solve the linearized multigroup
diffusion equations as follows. The reactor is divided into a number
*
n of mesh points and the flux difference $). (Eq. 2.9) is approximated by
31
* *n n
# ) a = k,iWk + k v&i (2.20)
k=1 k=1
where wk and vk,i are cubic piecewise polynomials (Appendix C). The
coefficients ak,i and k,i are determined by requiring
( * (. * *J (L 1c)wkdV = J (uf,u ) wkdV (2.21)
V V
* (Li~v d f *dV




The integrations on the right hand side of Eqs. (2.21) and
(2.22) can not be carried out since the space dependence of uf and u
is unknown. On the other hand if the reactor is divided into a number,
R, of regions with spatially uniform material concentrations in each
region, then the right hand side of Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) can be
integrated and a system of algebraic equations results. These
equations are of the form
A a = g(u, u a ), (2.23)
where a1 1 is the coefficient of the polynomial w1 in Eq. (2.20) for
* *
1=1, and the components of the vectors uf, um are given by
* 0 * 0
u u - uf, U =U -Uj J-1, R (2.24)f 'j f 2j f~j2 Umj m'j um'j
The solution of the system of Eqs. (2.23) is
a = A~ g (2.25)
For n mesh intervals and N neutron groups the order of the matrix A
is equal to 2nN-l. The method of piecewise polynomials, compared to
the finite difference technique, gives a very good approximation to
*
$ with only a few mesh intervals, n. Since the order of matrix A
is a function of the number of mesh intervals, n, the method of piece-
wise polynomials gives a smaller matrix A than the finite difference
*
technique for the same accuracy in Thus for N = 5 and n = 10 the
*
order of A is 2 x 10 x 5 - 1 = 99. For the same accuracy in $ the
finite difference technique gives a 500 x 500 matrix. The inversion
of a 99 x 99 matrix is much more advantageous than the inversion of a
500 x 500 matrix from the standpoint of computation time and round-off
errors.
2.4 THE ITERATIVE SCHEME
The solution of the linearized multigroup diffusion equations
results in all constraints and the objective function of the problem
being linear algebraic relations of u and u . (j = 1,R). This
f,j m,t
means that the original nonlinear optimization problem has been
32
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reduced to a Linear Programming optimization problem.
The linearized form of the breeding optimization problem is a
good approximation of the original nonlinear problem only if u f and
0 0
u . are sufficiently close to u and u about which linearization
mIJ f,j m,j
took place. Therefore Linear Programming can be applied to obtain the
optimum values of u . and u which maximize the objective functionf,j m,j
while u and u . must satisfy the additional constraintsf,j m,j
0 0 0 0u .- e <u <u 0  0c u - <u <u 0  + e,f,j f - f,j - f,j +f m J m - m,j - mj m
(j = 1,R) (2.26)
The parameters e m are constants such that u and u remain
0 0
close enough to u and u respectively.
fvj m~j
This procedure results in a suboptimum solution since uf~j
and u are restricted by Eqs. (2.26) to only small variations around
0 0
u and u . To advance the solution the following iterative scheme
is devised. If u and u (l) is the solution given by Linear Pro-f3J m 9j
(1) (1)gramming , the problem is re-linearized about u , u . and Linear
f ,j m,j
Programming is again applied, while the relations
u - C < u <_ u + Ef, u - Em < u < u + 'f~ij f 2j- f9j mqj m - m 9j- mqj m
(J = 1,R) (2.27)
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must be satisfied, to obtain another solution u(2) u(2)
fj' m J
This procedure of linearization about the previous solution of
Linear Programming and re-application of Linear Programming is re-
peated until no further improvement of the objective function is
achieved. The last Linear Programming solution gives the optimum
fissile and moderator distributions which result in the maximum value
of the objective function. It must be pointed out that there is no
assurance that the determined optimum is a local or a global one.
Therefore one should repeat the iterative procedure starting with
different initial fissile and moderator distributions and compare
the determined optima.
2.5 REMARKS
The discussion in this chapter was based on infinite cylindrical
geometry. In principle, the optimization method developed can be ex-
tended to any reactor geometry. For geometries, however, involving
more than one dimension the method becomes very complicated in terms
of its numerical implementation.
From among the possible one-dimensional geometries infinite
cylindrical geometry has been selected because: (a) cylindrical
geometry is, almost without exception, characteristic of practical
reactors; and (b) the optimization of the fuel and/or a moderator
distribution is likewise of practical importance primarily in the
radial direction. Nevertheless, the method can be applied equally
well to any one-dimensional geometry.
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In addition, it should be noted that many two-dimensional
calculations in cylindrical geometry are approximated by one-dimensional
calculations by adding to the macroscopic absorption cross section a
DB2 term to account for axial leakage (20). This approximation can be
incorporated in the optimization method discussed in this chapter by
simply adding an appropriate DB2 term to the macroscopic absorption
cross section.
2.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter the theoretical development of an iterative
optimization method has been discussed. Each iteration consists of
three steps: (a) the relations describing the system are linearized
about the previous Linear Programming solution; (b) the linearized
*
multigroup diffusion equations are solved to express # as a function
of u and uM; and (c) Linear Programming is applied. The iterations
continue until no further improvement of the objective function is
achieved.
Results obtained from the numerical application of the method
to the problems of Breeding Optimization, Critical Mass Optimization
and Sodium Void Reactivity Optimization are presented in Chapters 3
and 4. The computer program written to carry out the operations





The optimization method discussed in Chapter 2 has been applied
to the core of a 1500 MW(th) fast breeder to obtain the fuel distribution
that: (a) maximizes the initial breeding gain; (b) minimizes the
critical mass; and (c) minimizes the sodium void reactivity. The
results are presented in this chapter.
For these studies, an infinite cylindrical geometry reactor is
considered. The core is divided into four regions of equal volume. As
explained later the optimization procedure involves two reactors of
different dimensions. They are designated reactor No. 1 and reactor
No. 2. The dimensions of reactor No. 1 are given in Table 3.1. The
dimensions of reactor No. 2 are given later. The composition of
reactors No. 1 and No. 2 is given in Table 3.2. This composition is
representative of LMFBR design studies presented over the last several
years (21,22).
The sum of the PuO2 and UO2 volume fractions is constrained to
remain constant during optimization and equal to 0.35.
Although for the neutronic calculations an infinite reactor
height has been considered, the power of 1500 MW(th) is attributed
to a fictitious core length equal to 100 cm.
A value of 550 w/cm3 is used as an upper limit for the power
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TABLE 3.1
Dimensions of Reactor No. 1
Region Inner Radius Outer Radius
Core 1 0.00 cm 62.64 cm
2 62.64 cm 90.48 cm
3 90.48 cm 111.36 cm
4 111.36 cm 128.76 cm
*







Material Core Blanket density (for pure
materials)
cm-3 x 10-24
Na 50 v/o 50 v/o 0.025410
Fe 15 v/0 15 v/o 0.084870
Pu0 2  ~~ 0.025189
UO2 35 v/o 0.024444
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density. This is representative of typical LMFBR design studies (21,22).
For computational convenience the total thermal power has been
normalized to 100 and the power density limit to a corresponding value:
P x 2WH x W x 100
n w w w
p x cm x 2.30267 (3.1)
W cm cm
where
P = power density upper limit = 550 w/cm3
H = reactor height = 100 cm
W = normalized total power = 100 w
n
W = total thermal power = 1500 x 106 w
For the neutronic calculations five neutron groups were used.
In principle any number of neutron groups and reactor regions can be
employed. The choice is governed by the size of the matrix A (Chapter 2).
The ANISN multigroup transport theory code was used to obtain
a five-group cross section set by collapsing a sixteen-group modified
Hansen-Roach cross section set (23). The five-group structure is shown
in Table 3.3.
The three problems of Breeding Optimization, Critical Mass
Optimization and Sodium Void Reactivity Optimization are described by
the same equations except for the objective function.
3.2 BREEDING OPTIMIZATION
The purpose of this section is to present the results obtained
for the Breeding Optimization Problem. In Table 3.4, the results
40
TABLE 3.3
Five-Group Cross Section Set Structure







obtained in the successive iterations of the iterative optimization
*
method, from the starting configuration to the optimum one, are pre-
sented. As discussed in Section 2.6 each iteration consists of three
steps: (a) the relations describing the system are linearized about
the previous Linear Programming solution; (b) the linearized multi-
*
group diffusion equations are solved to express $. as a function of
u_ and u ; and (c) Linear Programming is applied. The computation
begins with a four region homogeneous core as given by the first
row of Table 3.4. The optimum configuration is given by the last
row of the same table. The breeding gain listed in the last column
of the table is calculated by the relation
2 t [f(N- u ] 0 rdr
BG= o(
t fN
27r #tf 01 rdr
0
The peaks of the power density in each core region (which
occur at the inner radius of each region) for the initial and optimum
configurations are shown in Table 3.5
*
The term configuration in this study is used to denote a reactor's




Fissile Composition and Breeding Gain as a Function
of Linear Programming Iteration Number for Reactor No. 1
Iter- Region Breeding
































































































































*Net production of Pu2 3 9 atoms per fission
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TABLE 3.5
Peak Power Densities for Reactor No. 1
Region 1 2 3 4
Initial Configuration 2.23971 1.68232 1.15895 0.72096
Optimum Configuration 2.30265 2.30264 1.14762 0.07654
Since, as mentioned in Section 2.4, there is no assurance that
the determined optimum is a local or a global one, one should repeat
the computations with different starting configurations. Table 3.6
shows the results obtained using a different starting configuration.
The optimum configuration shown in Table 3.6 is the same as that pre-
sented in Table 3.4.
From the results given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 it is concluded
that for the five region reactor with dimensions as given by Table 3.1
(reactor No. 1) the optimum configuration is one for which there is no
PuO 2in the fourth region, and the peaks of the power density in
regions 1 and 2 are equal to the upper power density limit. The
breeding gain of the optimum configuration is 4.08% larger than the
breeding gain of the initial homogeneous configuration.
The optimization started with a reactor of four core regions
and a 45.24 cm blanket. The optimum configuration consists of three
core regions and a 62.64 cm blanket (PuO2 was removed from the 4th
core region of the initial configuration). If it were possible to
TABLE 3.6
Fissile Composition and Breeding Gain as a
Function of Linear Programming Iteration
Number for Reactor No. 1 and a different Starting Configuration
Iter- Region Breeding


















































































































































apply the optimization method to a reactor with a core divided into an
arbitrarily large number of regions, the optimum configuration would
apparently approach the optimum configuration obtained by an analytical
solution of the problem asymptotically as the number of core regions
increased. This suggests that a configuration having a further
improvement in breeding gain can be obtained by redivision of the core
into four regions and reapplication of the optimization procedure.
Thus the core of the optimum reactor No. I was redivided into four
regions of equal volume. Since a typical fast reactor blanket is about
45 cm thick (21,22), the extra blanket was also removed. The dimensions
of the new reactor, which will be called reactor No. 2 in the remainder
or this study, are shown in Table 3.7. The composition and the peak
power densities of the optimum configuration of reactor No. 2 are
shown in Table 3.8. The breeding gain of the optimum configuration
is equal to 0.582528. As shown in Table 3.8, the peak power densities
in the first three core regions of the optimum configuration are all
equal to the upper power density limit.
The breeding gain of the optimum configuration of reactor
No. 2 is slightly smaller than the breeding gain of the optimum
configuration of reactor No. 1. This is due to the fact that reactor
No. 2 is smaller than reactor No. 1 and consequently loses more
neutrons by leakage. Reduction of the leakage can be achieved by
surrounding the blanket by a reflector. The breeding gains of the
initial homogeneous version of reactor No. 2, the optimum configuration
of reactor No. 1, and the optimum configuration of reactor No. 2,
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TABLE 3.7
Dimensions of Reactor No. 2
Region Inner Radius Outer Radius
Core 1 0.00 cm 55.68 cm
2 55.68 cm 80.04 cm
3 80.04 cm 97.44 cm
4 97.44 cm 111.36 cm
Radial Blanket 5 111.36 cm 156.60 cm
TABLE 3.8
Optimum Configuration of Reactor No. 2
Region 1 2 3 4
PuO2 v/o 3.23751 3.72338 5.01528 0.50175
Peak Power
Density 2.30267 2.30267 2.30267 0.29742
*Extrapolated outer boundary
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before and after the addition of a 45.24 cm BeO reflector at the outer
periphery of the blanket, are shown in Table 3.9. The optimum reactor
No. 2 now has a higher total breeding gain than the homogeneous
reactor No. 1 and the optimum reactor No. 1, although it has a core
about 25% smaller than the homogeneous reactor No. 1.
Table 3.9 also shows that the addition of the reflector con-
siderably improves the external breeding gain while its effect on the
internal breeding gain is very small. An extensive discussion of the
effect of the reflector on breeding is given in Chapter 4.
3.3 CRITICAL MASS OPTIMIZATION
In this section the results obtained from the Critical Mass
Optimization Problem are discussed.
The results obtained by the successive iterations of the itera-
tive optimization method from the starting configuration to the optimum
one, are shown in Table 3.10. The computation starts with the homo-
geneous reactor No. 1. The optimum configuration is given by the last
row of the same table. The critical mass listed in the last column of
the table is calculated by the relation
tf
M A x MPu 2Trr u (r)dr (3.3)
c NA 0
where
A = atom density of Pu in PuO2
MPu = atomic weight of Pu
NA = Avogadro's number
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TABLE 3.9
Effect of Blanket Reflector on Breeding Gain
Breeding Gain of Breeding Gain after
Unreflected Reactor addition of BeO Reflector*
Reactor
Internal External Total Internal External Total
Homogeneous
No. 1 0.405686 0.170841 0.576527 0.405832 0.202875 0.608707
Optimum
No. 1 0.345045 0.255540 0.600585 0.345059 0.270237 0.615296
Optimum
No. 2 0.377648 0.204880 0.582528 0.378024 0.239341 0.616365
* 45.24 cm BeO Reflector
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TABLE 3.10
Fissile Composition and Critical Mass as a
Function of Linear Programming Iteration
Number for Reactor No. 1
Iter- Region Critical Mass in
ation 1 2 3 4 -1
































































































































Note that Eq. (3.3) is also the objective function of the critical
mass optimization problem.
Table 3.10 shows that optimization of the fuel distribution
in the core results in a reduction of the critical mass by 23.56%.
In addition, comparison of Tables 3.10 and 3.4 shows that the configu-
ration of maximum breeding gain of reactor No. 1 is also the configu-
ration of minimum critical mass.
For the reasons explained in Section 3.1 a configuration having
a further reduction in critical mass can be obtained by reapplication
of the optimization procedure to reactor No. 2. The numerical results
show that the critical mass of the optimum configuration of reactor
No. 2 is equal to 12.333 kgs/cm, i.e. 30.54% smaller than the critical
mass of the homogeneous reactor No. 1. In addition, the results show
that the configuration of maximum breeding gain of reactor No. 2 is
also the configuration of minimum critical mass.
As has been mentioned in Section 1.3 Goldschmidt and Quenon
(8) used the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin to optimize the fissile
fuel distribution of a fast reactor so as to obtain minimum critical
mass, subject to the constraints that the power output be fixed and
the power density and fuel enrichment be bounded. The reactor is of
slab geometry and is described by one-group diffusion theory. They
found that the optimum reactor consists of three distinct regions: a
central region of constant power density, a region of maximum fuel
enrichment and an outer region of minimum enrichment corresponding
to the blanket. The zone of maximum enrichment disappears for
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sufficiently high values of maximum enrichment. From the numerical
results they give, it is seen that when such a zone exists its
thickness decreases as the reactor power output increases.
The same problem has been solved in the present study for a
fast reactor of infinite cylindrical geometry described by five-group
diffusion theory. The results obtained are similar. Specifically,
for a five region reactor the optimum configuration consists of four
core regions and a blanket. The three central core regions have a
maximum power density equal to the upper limit of the power density.
Since in this study we approximate continuous material distributions
by region-wise constant distributions, the three central core regions
correspond to the region of constant power density of reference (8)
which allowed a continuously variable material distribution.
In summary, solutions of the minimum critical mass problem
have widely appeared in the literature (6, 7, 8, 24, 25, 26, 27).
These solutions, however, either do not consider realistic constraints
which are required for practical reactor designs or they use at most
two neutron groups for thermal reactors and one neutron group for
fast reactors. In this study an improved solution to the minimum
critical mass problem has been given by considering fast reactors of
fixed power output, limited power density, limited fuel concentration
and described by multigroup diffusion theory.
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3.4 SODIUM VOID REACTIVITY OPTIMIZATION
One of the most important factors involved in the safety of
large sodium-cooled fast reactors is the sodium void reactivity, which
is defined as the change in reactivity resulting from the loss of
sodium coolant from all, or some specified part, of the reactor. If
positive, this reactivity can adversely affect the stability and
safety of the reactor (28, 29). It follows that consideration should
be given to the material distributions in a fast reactor so as to
minimize the sodium void reactivity.
The optimization method developed in this study has been
applied to a fast reactor of fixed power output, bounded power density
and fuel volume fraction, to determine the fuel distribution which leads
to a minimum sodium void reactivity. Note that the method can also be
applied to determine the optimum distribution of any other material,
for example a moderator, so that the sodium void reactivity is
minimized.
For the mathematical formulation of the problem the fuel op-
timization process is viewed as follows: The critical reactor, or
part of it, is voided and consequently the reactor becomes subcritical
or supercritical. Then the question is raised as to how the fuel
should be redistributed in the voided reactors so that: (a) the
k-effective of the voided reactor is minimized; and (b) if the sodium
is brought back into the reactor, the reactor becomes critical,
delivers the same power as before voiding, and the power density is
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everywhere less than or equal to a given upper limit.
If the fissile fuel distribution of the voided reactor is
0
changed from u (r) to uf(r) and if u (r) is sufficiently close tofff
0
u (r) , then perturbation theory gives the following expression for the
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The minimization of the sodium void reactivity is equivalent to the
minimization of the quantity (1/kv ) - (1/k ) given by Eq. (3.4).
From the discussion up to this point it follows that the
problem is mathematically described by the same equations as the
breeding optimization problem, with the only difference that the
objective function here is given by Eq. (3.4). The computational
iterative scheme is the same as for the two previous problems.
The numerical results obtained for 100% voiding of the reactor
core (but not the blanket) of reactor No. 1 are shown in Table 3.11.
Comparison of Tables 3.4, 3.10 and 3.11 shows that for reactor No. 1
the configuration of maximum breeding gain and minimum critical mass
is also the configuration of minimum sodium void reactivity.
For the reasons explained in Section 3.1 a configuration
having a further reduction in sodium void reactivity can be obtained
by reapplication of the optimization procedure to reactor No. 2. The
numerical results show that the k-effective of the voided optimum
configuration of reactor No. 2 is equal to 1.05507, i.e. the sodium
void reactivity of the optimum configuration is 2.9 $ smaller than
the same quantity of the homogeneous reactor No. 1 (for a delayed
neutron fraction a = 0.0035). In addition the results show that the
configuration of maximum breeding gain and minimum critical mass of
reactor No. 2 is also the configuration of minimum sodium void
reactivity.
The effect of the fuel distribution on sodium void reactivity
was also studied by Allis-Chalmers (30). More specifically, changes
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TABLE 3.11
Fissile Distribution and k-effective of Sodium
Voided Reactor as a Function of Linear
Programming Iteration Number for Reactor No. 1
Iter- Region k-effective
ation 1 2 3 4 of Sodium

















































































































in the sodium void reactivity resulting from radially varying the fuel
enrichment to achieve radial power flattening in a cylindrical reactor
were investigated. It was found that the flat power reactor had a
sodium void reactivity 50% less than a homogeneous reactor producing
the same total power. This is in agreement with the results of the
present study.
3.5 SUMMARY
The numerical results discussed in this chapter show that for a
fast breeder the fuel distribution which leads to a maximum initial
breeding gain, leads also to a minimum critical mass, a minimum sodium
void reactivity and a uniform power density (within the practical
limits achievable through use of a small number of reactor zones).
The significance of these results is obvious. A flat power density
core is highly desirable from the aspect of thermal-hydraulic engineer-
ing design. This study shows that this highly desirable configuration
is also the configuration of maximum breeding gain and minimum critical
mass, which are of considerable importance from the point of view of
reactor economics, and minimum sodium void reactivity which is of
vital significance in reactor safety. Thus for future studies one
may confidently choose a reference core without concern that practical
designs will deviate far from it. Any further improvement in breeding
performance, if it is feasible, will have to come through blanket
modifications.
The problem of breeding optimization through blanket modifi-




In this chapter the effects on the breeding gain of the
insertion of a moderating material into the blanket and of surrounding
the blanket by a reflector, are discussed.
Introduction of a moderating material into the blanket softens
the spectrum and favors captures by the fertile material in the sub-key
energy range. In addition, if the blanket is surrounded by a good
reflector the neutron leakage out of the blanket is reduced, and the
capture rate of the fertile material is further improved.
4.1 THE EFFECT OF BLANKET MODERATION
The optimization of the distribution of BeO or Na in the
blanket was investigated by means of the method described in Chapter 2.
It was found that the breeding gain from iteration to iteration
changed by an amount of the order of the expected numerical errors
and that it changed erratically instead of improving. These results
indicate that the breeding gain depends weakly on the moderator
distribution. Accordingly, accumulated numerical errors are sufficiently
large compared to changes in the optimization variables to preclude the
study of optimization of the blanket breeding performance by the method
of Chapter 2.
To support these results, the change of the breeding gain as a
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function of the moderator concentration, homogeneously distributed, was
investigated.
The dimensions of an infinite cylindrical geometry reactor
considered for the computations are shown in Table 4.1. The reactor
compositions for BeO and Na moderated blankets are shown in Tables 4.2
and 4.3 respectively. For the neutronic calculations five neutron
groups were used. The structure and cross sections of these groups
are described in Section 3.1. The computations were carried out using
the appropriate parts of the computer program discussed in Appendix D.
The breeding gain as a function of the moderator volume fraction
in the blanket is shown in Table 4.4. From this table it is seen that:
(a) for a Beo moderated blanket the breeding gain attains a maximum
value for a moderator volume fraction somewhere between 5% and 10%;
(b) this maximum value is only 0.096% larger than the breeding gain of
a typical fast reactor blanket without any moderator; (c) for a Na
moderated blanket, the breeding gain increases monotonically as the
Na volume fraction decreases; (d) a change in the Na volume fraction
from 10% to 50% decreases the breeding gain by only 3.604%; and (e) as
the moderator volume fraction increases the blanket becomes a better




Dimensions of Reactor used in Blanket Studies
Region Inner Radius Outer Radius
Core 1 0.00 cm 62.64 cm
2 62.64 cm 90.48 cm
3 90.48 cm 111.36 cm
Radial Blanket 4 111.36 cm 160.08 cm
*





Reactor Composition for BeO Moderated Blanket
Core Regions Atomic or
Molecular
Material Blanket Reflector Density for





PuO 2  3.2775 v/o 4.0859 v/o 3.0763 v/o - - 0.025189
UO2  31.7225 v/o 30.9141 v/o 31.9237 v/o - 0.024444
>55 v/o
BeO - - - - 0.071270
Na 50 v/o 50 v/o 50 v/o 30 v/o - 0.025410
Fe 15 v/o 15 v/o 15 v/o 15 v/o 100 v/o 0.084870
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TABLE 4.3
Reactor Composition for Na Moderated Blanket
Core Regions Atomic or
MolecularMaterial Blanket Reflector Density for







3.2775 v/o 4.0859 v/o 3.0763 v/o -
UO2  31.7225 v/o 30.9141 v/o 31.9237 v/o
> 85
Na 50 v/o 50 v/o
v/o
50 v/o







The Breeding Gain as a Function of
Moderator Concentration in the Blanket
Na Moderator
Case Moderator v/o U238 v/o Breeding Gain
Internal External Total
1 10 75 0.340401 0.286165 0.626566
2 20 65 0.341137 0.282633 0.623770
3 30* 55 0.342077 0.277693 0.619770
4 40 45 0.343326 0.270523 0.613849
5 50 35 0.345091 0.259680 0.604771
BeO Moderator
6 0 55 0.342077 0.277693 0.619770
7 5 50 0.344532 0.275832 0.620364
8 10 45 0.347181 0.272908 0.620089
9 20 35 0.353354 0.263742 0.617096
10 30 25 0.361465 0.248656 0.610121
11 5** 50 0.344557 0.275206 0.619763
12 5*** 50 0.343183 0.271740 0.614923
* The volume fractions of Na and UO2 of this







The llth row of Table 4.4 shows the breeding gain for a blanket
moderated by a fictitious BeO with the cross section for the (n,2n)
reaction set equal to zero. The 12th row of the same table shows the
breeding gain for a blanket diluted by a fictitious BeO with down-
scattering cross sections set equal to zero. Comparison of the 6th,
7th, llth and 12th rows of Table 4.4 shows that the improvement in
breeding due to BeO moderation just offsets the loss in breeding due
to reduction of the U238 concentration; the net 0.096% improvement
of the breeding gain is due to the production of neutrons by BeO
through the (n,2n) reaction.
The results just cited support the conclusion of the optimiza-
tion studies to the effect that the initial breeding gain depends
weakly on the moderator volume fraction in the blanket. This weak
dependence could be of considerable importance to reactor economics.
It suggests that the addition of an appropriate moderator or diluent
in the blanket (and consequently the reduction of U2 38 concentration)
might reduce the reprocessing and fabrication costs without significant
penalties in breeding gain.
Finally, it is noteworthy that the method of Chapter 2 would
be applicable to the problem of blanket optimization if the criterion
of optimality were a stronger function of the moderator concentration
in the blanket. For example, such a criterion might be the contri-
bution of the blanket to the cost of reactor power.
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4.2 THE EFFECT OF THE REFLECTOR COMPOSITION
The breeding gains for three different reflectors, BeO,
graphite and Fe, and for three different blanket thicknesses, a one-row
blanket (16.24 cm), a two-row blanket (32.48 cm) and a three-row
blanket (48.72 cm) are shown in Table 4.5. It is seen from this table
that: (a) surrounding the blanket with a reflector improves the breeding
gain, compared to an unreflected blanket; the improvement is more
significant as the blanket thickness decreases; (b) BeO is better than
graphite, and graphite is better than Fe; (c) the breeding gain becomes
a stronger function of the reflector properties as the blanket thick-
ness decreases; (d) the internal breeding gain is practically insensi-
tive to the nature of the reflector (as long as there is at least one
row of blanket assemblies between core and reflector) ; and (e) for a
46.4 cm BeO reflector, the breeding gain of a three-row blanket is
larger than that of a one-row blanket by only 3.31%. The results of
Table 4.5 suggest that from the standpoint of economics a one- or two-
row blanket surrounded by a BeO reflector could be better than a
three-row blanket. Reduction of the blanket thickness might reduce
the reprocessing and fabrication costs without significant penalties
in breeding gain.
On the basis of breeding alone, there are two benefits to be
obtained from the addition of reflectors: (a) neutron leakage is
reduced from the blanket; and (b) neutron moderation softens the
spectrum and favors captures by the fertile material in the sub-key
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TABLE 4.5
The Breeding Gain as a Function of the
Reflector Material and Blanket Thickness
Blanket Breeding Gain
Thickness
cm Internal . External Total
BeO Reflector
16.24 0.344334 0.256966 0.601300
32.48 0.342144 0.276049 0.618193
48.72 0.342076 0.279802 0.621878
Graphite Reflector
16.24 0.343837 0.240930 0.584767
32.48 0.342133 0.271428 0.613561
48.72 0.342076 0.279611 0.621687
Iron Reflector
16.24 0.343804 0.213572 0.557376
32.48 0.342196 0.263786 0.605982











energy range. In this regard BeO is better than graphite and Fe. In
addition, BeO has the property of producing neutrons through a (n,2n)
reaction for incident neutron energies higher than 1.8 Mev. To
evaluate the relative significance of the reflective and moderating
properties and of the (n,2n) reaction with respect to the breeding
gain, the breeding gain has been computed for a two-row blanket and:
(a) a fictitious "infinite mass" BeO reflector with down-scattering
cross sections set equal to zero; (b) a fictitious BeO reflector with
the cross section for the (n,2n) reaction set equal to zero. The
results are shown in Table 4.6. It is seen from this table that:
(a) the reduction of neutron leakage is much more significant than
moderation; and (b) the effect of the (n,2n) reaction is negligible.
These results suggest that a simple figure of merit of a fast reactor
blanket reflector could be determined as a function of only the
transport and absorption cross sections of the reflector. A mean
albedo (calculated using properly weighted cross sections) could
be such a figure of merit. If this is so, then all materials could
be ranked according to this figure of merit and the best fast reactor
blanket reflector material readily selected.
It must be pointed out that all computations up to this point
have been done without taking into account any resonance self-shielding
corrections. The breeding gains of a two row blanket surrounded by a
BeO reflector with shielded and unshielded cross sections for U238 are
shown in Table 4.7. It is seen from this table that the shielded
cross sections give a slightly smaller breeding gain. It is worth
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TABLE 4.6
The Breeding Gain as a Function of BeO Reflector Properties
Reflector Breeding Gain
Internal External Total
No Reflector 0.341873 0.227775 0.569648
BeO with a down-scat=0.0 0.342354 0.273840 0.616194
BeO with a n,2n=0.0 0.342146 0.275884 0.618030
BeO 0.342144 0.276049 0.618193
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TABLE 4.7
The Effect of Resonance Self-Shielding on Breeding Gain
U238 cross sections Breeding Gain
Internal External Total
Unshielded 0.342144 0.276049 0.618193
Shielded 0.346069 0.265469 0.611538
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noting that the effect of self-shielding would be more significant if
appreciable amounts of a strong absorber such as plutonium were present
in the blanket, as will occur near the end of the blanket fuel sub-
assembly irradiation life.
In summary, the results of this chapter show that further
investigation should be undertaken to determine if a moderated or
diluted blanket, or a thin blanket surrounded by a good reflector are
economically attractive. A more thorough examination of alternate





The purpose of this study has been the development and application
of a method to optimize the material distributions in a fast reactor of
fixed power output constrained power density and constrained material
volume fractions, so as to maximize or minimize a given objective
function.
An iterative method has been developed based on linearization
of the relations describing the system and on Linear Programming. The
method can be used to optimize integral reactor quantities which are
linear functions of the neutron flux and linear functions of the
material volume fractions (i.e. quantities which are integrals con-
taining the material volume fractions and the neutron flux, or their
products, to the first power only).
The method has been applied successfully to the problems of
optimization of the fuel distribution in the reactor core so as to
obtain a maximum initial breeding gain, a minimum critical mass and a
minimum sodium void reactivity.
For a four region core numerical results show that the core of
maximum breeding gain is also the core of minimum critical mass,
minimum sodium void reactivity and uniform power density. It is
expected, however, that these results are more general, and would be
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true regardless of the number of regions.
In addition, numerical results show (Table 3.9) that if the
blanket is surrounded by a good reflector such as BeO the optimization
of the fuel in the core leads to a small improvement in the breeding
gain, while the improvement is considerably larger for a bare blanket.
Since in power reactors there is always a reflector surrounding the
blanket, the results of Table 3.9 show that a small improvement in
breeding gain results from optimization of the fuel distribution in
the core. Thus, from an economic standpoint one might argue that the
much larger improvement in fissile inventory is more important. Since
it has been shown that both optimizations lead to the same result,
however, this distinction need not be the source of conflict.
The method has also been applied to the problem of optimization
of the distribution of a moderator in a fast reactor blanket so as to
obtain a maximum initial breeding gain. Numerical results indicate,
however, that initial breeding gain is a weak function of the moderator
concentration in the blanket and, therefore, numerical errors are
sufficiently large compared to changes in the optimization variables
to obviate blanket optimization by this approach.
On the other hand, the dependence of the breeding gain on the
moderator concentration homogeneously distributed in the blanket has
been studied in Chapter 4. The results show that for even marginally
significant changes in the breeding gain large changes in the
moderator volume fraction in the blanket are required.
In addition, the results of Chapter 4 show that: (a) when Na
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replaces U238 in the blanket the neutron moderation by Na is not enough
to offset the loss in breeding due to reduction of the U238 concentration
and consequently the breeding gain decreases as the Na concentration
increases; (b) when BeO replaces U238 in the blanket, for a BeO volume
fraction somewhere between 5% and 10% the improvement in breeding due
to moderation by BeO just offsets the loss in breeding due to reduction
of the U238 concentration; for any other BeO concentration the neutron
moderation is not enough to offset breeding losses due to reduction of
the U238 concentration; (c) the breeding gain is a weak function of the
blanket thickness if the blanket is surrounded by a good reflector; and
(d) the transport and absorption properties of a medium, rather than
its moderating properties, determine the figure of merit of a fast
reactor blanket reflector.
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The method developed in Chapter 2 can be used to solve many
other important reactor optimization problems. Some of these problems
are as follows:
1) Optimization of the fuel distribution or moderator distribution in
a fast reactor core so as to maximize the magnitude of the negative
Doppler coefficient. In this problem the objective function would be
the Doppler coefficient as given by perturbation theory.
2) Optimization of the moderator distribution in a fast reactor core
so as to minimize the sodium void reactivity. In this problem the
objective function would be an expression for the sodium void reactivity
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analogous to Eq. (3.4).
3) Optimization of either the fuel distribution or the moderator
distribution or both in a fast reactor core so as to minimize the
sodium temperature coefficient. This problem is equivalent to problem
No. 2 since reduction of the sodium density due to a temperature in-
crease can be treated as equivalent to small voids in sodium.
4) Optimization of the shape of the reactor core in the axial direction
so as to minimize the sodium void reactivity. If the axial leakage from
2
the core is represented by an appropriate DB (r) term then the problem
z
can be formulated as follows: A fictitious material having an absorption
cross section equal to D (the homogenized diffusion coefficient of the
core materials), all other cross sections equal to zero, and a con-
2
centration equal to B (r) (axial buckling) is introduced into the core.
z
Then, the optimum radial distribution of this material is sought so as
2
to minimize the sodium void reactivity. If B 2 (r) is the optimumO9z
buckling distribution, then the optimum core height distribution, H0 (r),
is determined by the relation
HO(r) = B (r) (5.1)
0,z
In this problem the objective function would also be an expression for
the sodium void reactivity analogous to Eq. (3.4).
5) Optimization of the distribution of a control poison so as to
minimize the amount of poison required. In this problem the objective
function would be of the form
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= u dV (5.2)
V
where
u p =volume fraction of control poison.
As discussed in Chapter 2 the solution of the linearized multi-
group diffusion equations involves the inversion of a matrix. This
limits the number of reactor regions and neutron groups which can be
employed since the inversion of a large matrix requires excessive
computer time and gives rise to prohibitive round-off errors. Future
work could improve the accuracy of the method and remove the limita-
tions on the number of reactor regions and neutron groups which can be
employed, by investigating methods of solution of the linearized multi-
group diffusion equations which avoid the matrix inversion.
This study has not considered any time-dependent problems.
Many important reactor problems, however, are time-dependent. For
example a more detailed study of the breeding optimization problem
should take into account the fact that breeding gain is a time-dependent
parameter. This suggests the need for the extension of the developed
optimization method to time-dependent problems.
Another interesting area for future work is the application of
the method to economic optimization problems. This should be a simple
matter since many such problems can be cast into forms essentially
linear in inventory and breeding gain.
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From the results of Chapter 4 it has been concluded that:
(a) the breeding gain is a weak function of the moderator distribution
in the blanket; (b) the breeding gain is also a weak function of the
blanket thickness if the blanket is surrounded by a good reflector;
and (c) the effectiveness of a fast reactor blanket reflector is
mainly a function of the reflective (as opposed to moderating) prop-
erties. These conclusions suggest additional areas for future work.
Specifically conclusions (a) and (b) suggest that further investigation
should be undertaken to determine if a moderated or diluted blanket, or
a thin blanket surrounded by a good reflector are economically attractive.
The replacement of uranium in the blanket by an appropriate moderator
or diluent or the reduction of the blanket thickness might reduce the
reprocessing and fabrication costs without significant penalties in
breeding. In addition, conclusion (c) suggests further investigation
to determine a specific, simple figure of merit for a fast reactor
blanket reflector such as a mean albedo (calculated by using properly
weighted cross sections), and its use to survey and rank all materials
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Appendix B
LINEAR PROGRAMMING AND LINEARIZATION
In this Appendix the general Linear Programming problem and
the linearization procedure are briefly discussed. The reader who
may be more deeply interested in Linear Programming is referred to
the book by Gass (30) for acquisition of basic material, while
Dantzig (31) and Hadley (16) provide a more detailed and sophisticated
treatment.
B.1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Linear Programming is concerned with the solution of optimiz-
ation problems for which all relations among the variables are linear
both in the constraints and the function to be maximized or minimized.
The general Linear Programming problem can be stated as follows:
Given a set of m linear equations, or inequalities, or both, in r
variables, find non-negative values of these variables which satisfy
the constraints and maximize or minimize some linear function of the
variables.
In terms of symbols, this statement is equivalent to the
seeking of a vector x with non-negative components which satisfies
the relations
A x - b, (B. 1)
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and maximizes or minimizes the function
I = c x, (B.2)
where the matrix A, and the vectors b and c are all independent of x.
B.2 LINEARIZATION
Since Linear Programming is a method for maximizing or
minimizing a linear objective function for a system of linear algebraic
constraining relationships, linearization can be used as a first step
to reduce a nonlinear problem into a suitable form for use of Linear
Programming. For the sake of generality the linearization procedure
is discussed here for a general nonlinear optimization problem.
Such a problem can be stated as follows (33): Determine the
optimal control u(t) which maximizes (minimizes) the functional
tf
I = L(x, u, t)dt + S[x(t f), t f] (B.3)
ti
in a class of functions x(t), u(t) , satisfying the differential
equations
dx
= f(x, u, t) (B.4)
The terminal point tf may be fixed or free, the terminal state
x(t f) may be fixed, completely free, or specified by a set of
equations of the form
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h[x(tf ) t ] = 0 (B.5)
The control vector u(t) is a member of a set U called the control
region, which may be either open or closed. The state vector x(t)
and the control vector u(t) satisfy constraints of the form
$(t, x, u) < 0 (B.6)
0 0
The linearization proceeds as follows: Let x , u be a
solution of Eqs. (B.4) and
dx.
1= f (x , x ' u 2, . k, t (B.7)
a member of the system of Eqs. (B.7). Equation (B.7) can be
0 0linearized by means of a Taylor series expansion of f about x , u .
This series expansion is given by the relation
0 0 0 0
f i (xl, .. , xv , 1u0,0 f .. , u'is -9 ''j u , .. , uk, ) +
i__ 0 i 0 1 0
--- (x -x ) + ... + (x -x ) + - -- (u -u ) + ... +
ax 1 x au 1
__ 0(u -u ) + higher-order terms, (B.8)
Du k k
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where the derivatives are evaluated at
0 0 0 0
x, ... x ,u,.. uk
0 0 *
If changes in x and u from the solution x , u are designated as x
*
and u , defined by the relations
* 0 * 0
x =x - x , u =U - u (B.9)
* *
then Eq. (B.8) can be written in terms of x and u as
0 0 0 0
f i(xl, .. , xs1 , *a, .. uk, t) = fi(xi , .. , xj , u1 .. gtuk, t) +
af .
i *
+ ... u+ uk
uk
Di * if * i *
-x + ... +--x + u










i 0 0 0 0
dt fi (xl' '' j, u, .. , uk
with x and u sufficiently close to x and u , a first-order
approximation to Eq. (B.7) is given by the relation
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*
dx if *3f f 3f
d x + .. + - xj + u u + .. + uk (B.11)
1 j 1 k
Equation (B.11) represents the linearized form of the i-th of Eqs. (2.9).
The functional to be maximized (minimized) and the constraints
of the problem are linearized in a similar way.
The second step in reducing the problem into a suitable form
for use of Linear Programming is to transform the linearized relations
describing the problem into linear algebraic relations. For the
optimization problem with this study is concerned this is achieved
as follows: (a) the reactor is divided into a number, R, of regions,
each with spatially uniform material concentrations; and (b) the
linearized multigroup diffusion equations are solved to express each
$ (i=l, N) as a function of u fj Umj (j = 1,R). As explained in
Section 2.3 for the solution of the linearized multigroup diffusion
equations the method of Piecewise Polynomials is used. A brief
description of this method is given in Appendix C.
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Appendix C
THE METHOD OF PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS
AND INTEGRALS OF PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS
C.1 THE METHOD OF PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS
The method of Piecewise Polynomials developed by Kang (19) to
solve the multigroup diffusion equations has the following characteris-
tics. The reactor is divided into a number, n, of mesh points and the
flux, # , for the i-th group is approximated by a sum of properly defined
piecewise polynomials. For example, if cubic piecewise polynomials are
employed, the flux $ in a cylindrical reactor is approximated by the
relation
n n
1 1 =k k,i k + E Sk,i yk,i (C.1)k=1 k=l
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= mesh interval to the left of mesh point k
= mesh interval to the right of mesh point k
= diffusion coefficient, for the group i, to the left of mesh
point k
= diffusion coefficient, for the group i, to the right of mesh
point k
= radial position of mesh point k
The cubic piecewise polynomials wk and v corresponding to the mesh
point k are shown in Fig. C.l. Since
dwk
d- 0 at k-l, k, k+l
dkj= 0 at k-1, k+l (C.4)
dr
d












FIG. C.1 THE CUBIC PIECEWISE




= 0 at k-1, k+1
= 0 at k
the conditions of continuity of flux and current at interfaces are
automatically satisfied by selecting the interface as a mesh point.
To satisfy the boundary conditions
d$i
S/0 = 0, i(t) = 0, (C.5)dr 0 df
we define
9.= 0, a1,i n,i = 0 (C.6)
The multigroup diffusion equations can be written in the form
L.i i 0 (C.7)
where Li is the multigroup diffusion operator for the i-th group.
Then, the coefficients ak,i and Skoi of the piecewise polynomials
wk and vki in Eq. (C.1) are determined by requiring that
J (L..4)wkdV = 0,






where k = l,n
After the integrations are carried out in Eqs. (C.8) and (C.9) a
number of linear algebraic equations results equal to the number of
the coefficients a k,, Ski from which these coefficients can be
determined.
The error involved in approximating # by (D is given by (19)
$ - I | < k(h)4 , (C.10)
where k is a constant and h is the largest mesh interval. Kang (19)
has shown that for one-dimensional calculations a reduction by a
factor of about 10 in the number of mesh points is possible by the
use of cubic piecewise polynomials compared to conventional finite
difference calculations of the same accuracy.
C.2 INTEGRALS OF PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS
For the numerical application of the method of Piecewise
Polynomials to solve the linearized multigroup diffusion equations
(Section 2.3), the evaluation of some integral quantities involving
piecewise polynomials is needed. In this section analytic expressions
are given for those which can be evaluated in closed form.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the constants ak,i and Sk,i of
Eq. (2.20) are determined by requiring
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f (u ,P um )Vk, idV (C.14)
The left hand side of Eqs. (C.13) and (C.14) is the sum of integrals of
products of the piecewise polynomials and of products of their derivatives.
Since the piecewise polynomials wk and vki are zero everywhere outside
the interval [rk-1,rk+l] the non-zero integrals of these products are
(for cubic piecewise polynomials):
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The first two terms come from integration to the left of point k and
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2
dyk,i dyk+l,i rkh+ h+
drdr rdr = - 2 ~ 2dr d30D + 60D2
dd k-1,i hIr k h_
dr rd r =- 2 + 2
V 30D 60D
dwk dv i r k 1_ 1 h+ h-
k k,i rdr = ( - ) + ( + )
dr dr 1 D i+ D1- 1 + Di-
dwk dv k+,rk
r dr rdr = 10D
f dwk dvk-1i rdr - rk
- x dr 1d- i-
The solution of the linearized multigroup diffusion equations
(Section 2.3) gives the coefficients ak,i and Sk~i of the piecewise
* *
polynomials in Eq. (2.20) as a function of uf and um. Thus when
integral quantities involving * , such as the breeding gain (Eq. 2.8)
and the total power (Eq. 2.11), are calculated, the evaluation of
integrals wk and vki is required. These integrals are as follows:
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rk 7h2
Swkrdr = - + 0.5 r k-lh
rk-l
rk+1 7h2
w rdr - - + 0.5 r kh+k 20 k+1
rk
r k h2r h3




v rdr k+1+ h+
yk, i 12 D ~ 20 D+
rk
All the other required integrations were carried out numerically
by using Simpson's rule. The integration step size was chosen such as
to keep the error of numerical integration less than about 1 x 10-5
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Appendix D
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM GREKO
D.1 INTRODUCTION
In this Appendix the computer program written to carry out the
computations is discussed and listed. This program is not intended for
use as a production program, and hence has not been groomed to minimize
storage requirements or running time. It is written in Fortran IV
language for the M.I.T. IBM 360/65 computer.
The program consists of four main parts. In the first part the
multigroup diffusion equations and the adjoint multigroup diffusion
equations are solved to compute the reactor eigenvalue, the neutron
fluxes and their adjoints. This part is based on the multigroup
diffusion program DIFFUSE written by W. H. Reed at M.I.T. In the
0 0
second part the coefficients of (uf - uf) and (u - u ) in Eq. (2.13)f fm m
are computed by using multigroup diffusion perturbation theory. In
the third part the linearized multigroup diffusion equations (Eqs. 2.10)
are solved to express $ as a function of u fj umj (j = 1,R).
The subroutine DMINV of this part is based on the subroutine MINV of
IBM. In the fourth part the Linear Programming algorithm is used to
determine the optimum material distribution which leads to a maximum
or minimum value of the objective function. The subroutine SIMPLE of
this part is based on the subroutine SIMPLE of RAND Corporation. The
first two parts can be used independently of the rest of the program.
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For example the case studies of Chapter 4 were done by using only these
two parts. In such cases one should put a CALL EXIT card after the card
CALL AEDIT of the MAIN (see listing).
The program is dimensioned for the following maximum problem
sizes: 200 mesh intervals, 1C compositions, 5 regions, and 5 neutron
groups.- If only the first two parts of the program are used then the
maximum number of regions can be raised to 10. The number of mesh
intervals in each region must be of the form 2 x t where Z is an even
number. In subroutine BIGMAT the dimensions of the arrays G, LW, MW and
the first dimension of the array F must have the value
4*NRG*NGP-1 where:
NRG = number of regions
NGP = number of neutron groups
The same value must also be assigned to the first dimension of the
array WK in the COMMON/COWE/ which is contained in the subroutines
BASE, BIGMAT, WENDO, BASINT and LINPRO.
The running time is proportional to the number of iterations
required to go from the starting configuration to the optimum configura-
tion. The number of iterations depends on how close the initial con-
figuration is to the optimum configuration and on the value of the
parameter c (Eqs. 2.26, 2.27). The value of the parameter E is chosen
such that the uf, (j = 1,R) remain close enough to u (Section 2.4).
Optimization of the value of this parameter minimizes the number of
iterations required for a given initial configuration. In this study
the parameter c was not optimized. Typical running times for the
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results presented in Chapter 3 are of the order of 30 minutes.
D.2 INPUT
Using the nomenclature of the program listing a card-by-card
description of the required input is as follows:
Card #1 FORMAT (20A4)
TITLE (I), I - 1,20




Card #3 FORMAT (7G10.0)
TH(J), J=l, NRG
Card #4 FORMAT (15, 5X,
Repeat card #5 NMAT
IDMAT(I)
CONC(I,J), J=1, NRG





Number of neutron groups
Number of regions
Number of isotopes or materials
Thickness of regions (cm)
4F15.0/4F15.0/2F15.0)
times
ID number of i-th nuclide
Concentration of i-th nuclide (atoms x
cm-3 x 10-24 ) in each region
Number of mesh points assigned to each
region
FORMAT (3F15.0, 215)
Convergence criterion on eigenvalue in






Repeat cards #7 through
Card #7 FORMAT (1615)
MMM
Ml
Card #8 FORMAT (7G10.0)
SIGC(JJ,J), J=l, NGP
Card #9 FORMAT (7G10.0)
SIGTR(JJ,J), J=1, NGP
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Convergence criterion on eigenvalue in outer
iteration (recommended value 1.0 x 10-5 )
Convergence criterion for flux (recommended
value 1.0 x 10-8 )
Maximum number of outer iterations (typical
value 10)
Maximum number of inner iterations (typical
value 20)
#12 as a unit NMAT times
Material ID number
= 0, non-fissionable material
= 1, fissionable material
Total microscopic absorption cross section
of material JJ in group J (capture + fission),
barns
Microscopic transport cross section of
material JJ in group J, barns
Card #10 FORMAT (7G10.0)
Skip if Ml = 0 for this material
XNU(JJ,J), J=l, NGP Fission neutron yield, v, of material JJ
in group J
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Card #11 FORMAT (7G10.0)
Skip if Ml=O for this material
SIGF(JJ,J), J=1, NGP Microscopic fission cross section of material
JJ in group J, barns
Card #12 FORMAT (7G10.0)
Repeat this card NGP times for each material
SIGGG(JJ,K,J), J=l, NGP Microscopic scattering cross section
K=l, NGP from group K to J (barns). Give for
all groups J from KI, then for all
groups J from K=2, etc.
Card #13 FORMAT (7G10.0)
SPECT(J), J1, NGP




Card #15 FORMAT (15)
Skip if NPR not equal
IDNA
Card #16 FORMAT (215)
IP
IU
Fission spectrum (i.e. group value of X)
215)
Volume fraction of fissile material +
volume fraction of fertile material
Problem type:
= 1, Breeding Optimization
= 2, Sodium Void Reactivity Optimization
= 3, Critical Mass Optimization
Number of core regions
to 2
ID number of sodium
ID number of fissile material
ID number of fertile material
Card #17 FORMAT (2F15.0)
CONCP(IP)
CONCP(IU)
Card #18 FORMAT (7F10.O)
UO(L), L-1, NCR
Card #19 FORMAT (2F10.0)
PDL
THUO
Concentration of pure fissile material
(atoms x cm-3 x 10-24 )
Concentration of pure fertile material
(atoms x cm-3 x 10-24 )
Volume fraction of fissile material in
region L
Power density upper limit (Eq. 3.1)
Value of parameter c (Eqs. 2.26, 2.27)
(Typical value 0.002)
D.3 OUTPUT
The output from the program has all entries clearly identified
by an appropriate heading using the terminology and nomenclature of
this study. The following information is given:
1. Number of energy groups (Input)
2. Number of regions (Input)
3. Number of materials (Input)
4. Problem geometry (Cylinder)
5. Region thickness (Input)
6. Material concentrations (Input)
7. Number of mesh points (Input)
8. Fission spectrum (Input)
100
101
9. Cross sections (Input)
10. Concentrations of pure fissile and fertile materials (Input)
11. k-effective
12. k-effective of sodium voided reactor (if NPR=2)
13. Total breeding gain
14. Internal breeding gain
15. External breeding gain
16. Peak power density in each region
17. Total power
18. Neutron flux for each energy group and for each space point (only
for the first iteration)
19. Adjoint flux for each energy group and for each space point (only
for the first iteration)
20. Critical mass (if NPR-3)
21. Feasibility. If the value of this parameter is equal to zero the
problem is feasible, if it is equal to 1 the problem is infeasible.
22. Fissile volume fractions given by the Linear Programming solution
23. Number of iterations
D.4 LISTING
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COYMN/POWER/ SIGFM(l',5) ,/-KTIS(201 ) ,TOTP (1) , SYLI(l.) ,F I
IFSDIT(1.i),TMET;1L(la),SY . IM( ,FISI TM(1),TMETLM(1),ALKGE
2GRPH2 (I ",5) ,GRPHAl(1 ,5) ,GRPHA2(15) , ALKC E(1 ),GRPH1(1
3 STS,PHL(2,1,5) ,S,(1;,5),SA(10,5),SNUF(1C,5),ST(IC6,5) 9
4 S 7GG l,5,95) ,DI (14,5)
CONMMUN /F LUX / PH I ( C 2 1, 5) ,~t ANtA , ,,10N RM,~'A (20I 1,- 5) B ( 2- 1 5*,
1 C( 2C. 1, 5) ,W(2?C 1,5,5) ,S (2 7 ,5)
MM1T /CNTPL/ FPS1,FPS2,FPS3,F.FFKTH(L ),PK1,RK2,RIGAHOL
1N 1,N ;\,NA T, N GEC! !,J3CrL , JR'+ f,NF,JACNPqNPT('i ),jIOPNRVARY
IPV ARY (ci-) , M--V ARY, I TM^AXD, ITMAXI , 1 T, IT IKEE PMCODE ,LBI GJBI
C2MM O'/ /M CX/ SPL:C T (5) ,XA( It ,5) ,XNUF(1 ,5) ,XTR (C ,5) ,XG(;(1
1Cf'NC(l ,1 1) , (1 ,5),XP (1i ,5) ,CCCT, U. IAT( 1 )
,CL 4'0~N /FRE /IERR
C :AON/ CONV/ CMA( 3' ) ,N R , KNA , NCkR , I DNt
COuM"~f /ITE/ N4IT
~I T T
PAIMENS IN F1CO N C( )

















2 CALL S0LV F
CALL PRSC AL
ITI=ITI+1
IF (I T T .GT.I TMA X I







AHOLD (IT) =R K2
RK 1=RK7
ITi]= I T 0+ 1




























































1(3 TF(JAD.FQ.2)GO Trl 9999
0)0 1; J=1,NP
DO 10 I=1,NGP I-'0
w
P L(J, I )=PHI (J',I)
'- C '1 INUF
C A I 1. A JINT
CAl L ISCHIS
IF (NP9 T~. ?. ) G>3 Tn 25
IF (KNA.F,). ) GV TJ 1531
IF ( NIT. F.) 1 G T i 15 : 
0 K= ,NC R
? CJNC N ( K )=CNC ( IN A ,K)
25 IF (NI T .NE.7 ) 1u T 15 3
CALL FD IT
CALL AFDIT
153 C A LL A SE
CALL BIGMAT
1531 CALL LINP RP
IF(NPR.NE.2) GO T9 154-
IF(KNA.EQ.0) GO TO 1545
O 15 K=1,NCR
15 C':N4C ( IDNA , K) = .
r TO 154)
1545 00 21 K=1,NCR
21 CONC ( IDNA, K ) =CONCN( K)
154 GP TO! 15C




























11PL I CIT FAL*P ( A- H, 0- )
CWrIV-N /FLUX/ PHI(2'1,5)
1 C(2"1,5) ,w(201,5,5) ,
CnA-MON /CITRL/ EPSlFPS2,
1NGP,NRG;,NMA T,NECA, JBCL, J
?IRVARY(9.),MVARY,ITTMAXJ,I





E.PS3,EF-FK, TH( 1,.) ,RKlRK2,BIG, AHULD(90t),






C !7 J N / R R /? ai
RFAL TITLF
TiMENSIUN T ITL E( ?)
N GECM =2
J3CL=1
REAF (5,991) ( T T TLF( J J=1,2)
WRITF (t ,991) ( T ITLF (J) ,J=1 ,2)
READ (9,992) NGP,NRG,N!AT
WRITF (6 ,993) N P,NRC,N'A T
IF (NGFfM.F.I) WRITE (6f,04)
IF (NGFD4M.FQ.2) wOITE (U,995)
IF (NGERM.EQ.3) WkITF (
READ (5,997) T( J) ,J=l,NG)
WR ITF ( 6,q993) ( JTH( J)tJ=lti,8)
00C 1 I=1, NMAT
RL:a 5, 990) 11 ( (CnNC( It J)
1 - CON T INUE
WRRITF (6,99")
DC 2 I=1 NM A T
WRTTF (6,992) 1 AT( T), (J ,CONC(
2 C 91N T INUWE
RE AD ( 59',92) (NPT J J 1 1,N ) \Q(
,XNUF ( 10,5) ,X TR (1
,CT , I DAT ( 1C)
(11,95) ,XNU( 1-5 7
i:,5) ,XGG(1(,5,5) ,
,SIGF(1 ,5),












































D 4 J=1,NNMA T
JJ=J
IF (MM.E. IDMAT(J)) GO TO 5
4 CONTINUF
C"LL FPRGR (2)
TF ( IER9.NE. ) RFTURN
5 PLE AD (5,97) (SIGC(JJJ),J=1
RFAD (5,997) ( STGTR (JJ , J) ,J=
IF (M1.FQ.1) GO TO 7
00 J=1, NG P
XNI(JJJ)=.*.
S IGF ( JJ, J)=I.
A CONT INUE
GO TO 9
7 READ (5,99l7)( XNU(JJJ),J=I,N
RFAD (5,997) (SIGF(JJ,J),J=1
9 0 6 K= 1,hNG P




WP I TF (At, 194"4) (S! PEC T ( J) ,J=1
D! 1? I = 1,NMAT
WRITE (6,995) IDAAT ( I)
W R I T F ( 6, 99 6) ( SIGCr( I, J), J
WRITE (6,99%7 (SIGF( I,J),J
WP I TF ( I,9 1 ) (XNU J , J) , J= I
WRITE (,997) (SIGT( I,J),
DO 1 K=1 , NGP
P I T F ( 6, 99') K, ( S IGCG ( I ,K,





















































q93 FnRMAT (///' NUMFi3R (IF FNERGY GRUPS =',11,//' NUMBEP OF REGIONS
1=',I1,//' NUMRWE OF MATERIALS =',1T10,//
0q 4  FO RM4T (/' PRK)ILEM GFCMETRY = SL AB')
29C5 FORMAT (I/' DBLPM1 GFVTETRY = CYLINDR')
96 FPOAT (f//' PR'Lt:M (ECMETRY = SPHERE)
CT FORMAT (7G1 . )
98 FtRMAT (///1.X,'GROUP',1LX,'LOWER ENERGY rOUND',1
kF4 F)P AT(ISFX,94 F1 . /4915.C,/2Fl 5. )
9000 Ff OMAT (////1.X,'AATE IAL',4 X,'REGION / CONCENTRATION',//)
P 1 FORMAT (2 !A4)
49' FORMAT(/ 1,I?,(17,' / ',F13.10),/1'X,0(14,' / ,F.510c))
99.3 FM AT (f//' E 1 4N fU3ER RF MESH P-lINTS',//0I(I5,' / ',13))
99. 4 F Irl !A T F/ / FIS S I fN S IFC TRU M'/(.1 .1 ) F
9175 PORMAT ('T CP0SS SFCTIF1NS FOR MAATE IAL',Il ,///
99 6 FRM.!AAT (' CAPTURE .RiSS SECTION',/(AF15.1:))
9907 FORMIAT (' FISSION ROfSS SFCTI1N',/(81F15.1C))
9909 FO1RA) T (' TRANSPOR T C.JSS SECTION',/(8F15.1))
9 P99 MRMAT (' TRANSFER CR-SS SFCTICN FRrM GPDUP',15,/(8F15.10-
Q'911 F'ORMAT (' NU',/(8F 1 . ))
0912 FORMNIA T (3F15.0,2.15)
Q913 FfiPMAT(///'
P' E T U P, -
r



























IMPLICIT "r-AI .P \Hf-
1CFlMcN/ P (1 .)v T( L(I/ S Y.FA L~ I,' ( ) v FT S 2
3 STSPHIL(?,-"1,5),S~,! t"9),SA(14 t5),S
CC)'4MflN /CNTRL/ EPSI ,LPS2,EPS3qPFFKt
I.NGP,NRGlvM4TNGEUM, ' JLIC[,J3CPNF,,vJA
7RAY9.11)P4V A P, I I T, ITMXIITl,
iJ[DU.M, IHOLr)(9.i-)
1) ,TOTPl WA 9,SYLI( 10 ,FISITI 10),
TM(1i".,T4RATLM(l: flALKG'EM(l10)9
1195) ,ALKGEI' I I~ G ,P HL1 ( 1 5)
ITI,KEFP,M'-C~rfl'FLFIGJ~ilG,IAJ9
COMMCON /MACX/ S~L-T9,AI%,v)XLFi)5tT~
CrGMMCN /MICX/ SIGC(1,t5) 9SIGTR(l'99) pXNIJ(I.95)
ISIGGGY(1'^,5'5)
CfjMMON /'-LIJX/ PHT(2rl,5) ,AN~l]I<AqBNIRMA(2Cl95),
C(2' 1,5 ,W(2M, 1595) ,(2 1,95)
DlO 4 I=1,NRG
OP) 4 J=i,.'4GP











S IGFM (K ,I)=SIGFM( KI)*CCNC (J,K )*SIGF(JIl)

















































SA(K, I )=XA(K, I
SNUF (K, I) =XNUF( K, I
STR(K,1)=XTP(K, I)


























SJF.OJTVIN E FLUXIN '
IVPLICIT RFAL*8 (A-H,i-Z)
COMMCN /CNTRL/ FPSlEPS2,FPS3,EFFKTH(1J) ,RK1,RK2,BIGAHOLD(90),
1 i!GP ,NRGVMAT , NGE0M, JBCL , J C ,NFG, J A CNPNPT ( 1 OPRVAPY,
2 IRV APY( O ), MVAPY,ITMAXJ,TTMAXIITO,ITIKEEP,MCODFlftBIG,JBIGIAJ,





SOPT (7 )=DSkT( 7Z
N P =I
)f 1. J=1,NG
i NP=N +NP T ( J )
DO 2 L=1,NGP
0 2 J=1, NP
2 PHI(J,L)=1.%'
23 ANRflM=$0 T (1 . r *,
G 0 T (6,A5t ,P






A( ,5),XNJF(1,5),XTr(l ,5).,XGG(10, 5,5),




IF (I DAT(J.EOQ..4VAPY) GG
3 CONTINUF
CALL FRROR(4)










































2IRVARY (91) ,MVAPY,I TMAXi, I
3 JDU1, IHCU) (9 )
CIMMON /MACX/ SPFCT(5) ,XA
1 CONC ( 1 , , )D( 1 , 5 ),XR(1
CONMCN /MTCX/ SIGC(l-,5)
I SIGGG(10J,5,5)
EPS3, EFFK, TH( 1.) , RK1,RK2, BIG, AHOLP( 90)
RCRNFf,JAC,NP,A\PT(10), IOP,NRVARY,




,XNUF( 1',5) ,XTR ( 1 ,5) ,XGG( 10, 5,5),
,CT, DMAT( I0)
(1" , 5) ,XNU(1 , 5) ,SIGF(10, 5),
COAMON /FLUX/ PHI( 2 .1, 5) ,AN0RM,BNRM,A (201




F (K).=CNC (MC1OE ,K) *7
00 2 K=1,NRG





XGG ( K, 1,L)=XGG(K,IL)+F(K)*SIGGG(MCCDJE,IL)
2 CONTINUF
6 CON T INUE





D (T,J )=1./(3.*XT( I,J))
DL 4 K=1,NGP
XR(I,J)=xR(I,J)+X G I, J,K)
4 CONTINjE
RETURN



























































































































































































LZ-(1' L+rrflI='l i+rr) N
(I-WL3N* C(O /H d ) ) ( 1 ,rr)vTz
IH* (1))U*d= (1' rr )v








(S'l0~b6 (610Z(6W'i0U6 )S' ("1%'I07)MX'13 ( N'T0?K
,6t~s,,o~o~xss~i),ix(g~i)inN'('CTVX(l-U'H-d) /X*1Vvi NlC~ldbf
i





'4 DO 7 L=1,NGP
B( 1,L )=1 .0
7 A(1,L)=-.
t IF (JRCP.Fn.0) GO Tr ,
PP = PWR ** (NGECM-1)
nn 9 L=1,NGP
S C (NP-1,L)=2.f*C(NP-1,L )
B3(NP,L) = 2.i*B(NP,L)-P*XR(NRG,L)*H
GP Tr 1.

































COMMCN /MACX/ SPFCT(5) ,XA( It ,5),XNUF(1l,5),X
1CONC( iC,10l) ,f( l ,5) ,XP (10,5) ,CC ,CT, IDMAT(1 C)
COMMCN /FLJX/ PHI(2C1,5) ,ANORM,BNORMA(2G1,
















TR ( 1 i,5) G (,5,5),
















































































(I -WACA~ ) **bMd=db
(O'JN)H+rjbdmb
(98N)ldN/ (Oci\)HI=ZH

















COMMON /FLUX/ PHI(201,5) ,ANORM,BNORMA(201,5) ,B(201,5) ,





IF (IAJ.E3.() GO TO 3
















































]CflN I i N )9
S- N =XV ,.4
(N)=(N )X
3'10fN1 IN 0)
ti*( -$) VO* (I -N)1(1- (Y>) A)=( >0)V9
(T-N) Vm* (I-))10- (A )c) / ) 1 =1 I
N 'Z=)4I 1 0(
(I ) CIO/ T ) A= 1 HV9
(1)0(3/ T ) Fl(J=( I )VM
(1.)z vo'(C VP' I WA' I )fl]' (I) 0' (1I) RJCI( NLI SN 3v'IC0






1 NGPNRG,NMATNGFOM,JCL, JBCf,NFG,JAC,NP,NPT(1 r), TOPNRVARY,
21RVARY(P0),MVARY,ITMAXOITMAXI,ITJ,TI,KEEPMCO0F,LBIG,JBIG,IAJ,
3JDUM, IHOL )(Q-):
COMMON /FLUX/ PHI(2(1,5) ,AN0RM,BNGRM,4(201,5) ,8(2C1,5) ,






































































1CONC(le . , ),qD( P ,5),qXR(1 , )
CGMMON /FLUX/ PHI(231,5) ,ANO


























































COMMN /CNTPL/ EPS1, EPS2,EPS3,EFFKTH(19) ,RKl,R
1NGPNRG,NMAT,NGEDMJBCLJBCRNF,JAC,NP,NPT(1)
21PVARY(9 ),MVARYITNMAXU, ITMAXI,ITDIlT, KEEPMCD
3JDJM, IHOLD(9 O )
COMMCN /4ACX/ SPECT(5 ) ,XA( , 5),XNUF(1:, 5) ,XTP(
ICIONC(10f,10),D(lD,5),vXR(1 ,5),jCCCT, IDMAT(le)
ALPHA=1.1
Gn Tr ( 1,2 ,3 ) , InP
1 FFK=(1.%+ALPHA*(1.'- K2))*EFFK
'R TURN
2 CT=1.-C+ ALFA*(1. -RK2)
5 D J=P,NVARY
JJ=IlV AP ( J)
TH( J J ) =r *T H(JJ)
6 Cr;NT T INUAE
R r- T U R;








































































































TM( 10), TMETLM( 10) ,ALKGEM( 1C
0,5) ,ALKGE(10),GRPH1(10,5)














(I , J, PHL(
FFK 1
2














(6,993) (( I,J,PHL(I,J) ,I=1,NP),J=1,NGP)
(21X',?CX,'PROGRAM EDIT' )
(///' K EFFFCTIVE = ',F17.6)







































914 FlORMAT(///' CRITICAL CONCFNTRATICN OF MATERIAL',15,/(' PFGION =,
I I5,10X,'CONCENTRATION =',Fl1).7))
95 WORMAT(///' CRITICAL SIZE',/('THICKNESS OF REGION',15,' =,F1V.5,
1 C.1'H)















SUBRUiT IN E AJO INT
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON /CNTRL/ EPS1,EPS?,EPS3,EFFKTH(1/),RK1,RK2,BIG,AHOLD(90),
1NGPNRG,NMATNGEO.,%JBCL ,J3C,NFG, JAflNPNPT(1J) ,OP,NRVARY,
2IRVARY(9),MVARY,ITMAXO,ITMAXI,TO,ITI,KEFPMCODELBIG,JpIG,IAJ,
3JD'JM, IHOL 2 (90)
COMMON /MIACX/ SPECT(5),XA(1' ,5),XNUF(1 ,5),XTR(1:.,5),XGG(16, 5,5),
1(>NC( 1,1) , ( 10,5),XR (10,5),CC,CT, ID'A1T(10)
COMMCN /FRR/IERR










IF( ITI.'T.ITMAXI) CALL FRROR(1)
I F ( IERR .NE.10) P ETURQN
IF(AB S(RK2-TK).LT.-P S1) GO TO 6
TK= RK?
;f) T P 2
6 TF (RIG.LT.EPS3) G Tr 11')
KEP=1 I
c~r TrJ 2


































I MP L IC IT REFA L*4- ( A -HI-) Z
CUMMUN /ClITRL/ EPS1,EPS2,FPS3,FFFKTH(10),RKlRK?,BIG,AHOLD(90),
1 NG P,9N N , ATI ,NG:)En!',vJ 3CLpJ -3CR, N FGJA 1,1N P, N PT (1 '),iOPiN R VARY, q
21RVARY(4Q ),MVARY, ITMiAXO, ITMAXI,ITO.),ITIKEEP,MCC00ELBIGJBIGIAJ,
3 JDUM IHOLD(0) 
COMMON /MACX/ SPECT(5),XA(IC, 5),XN1UF(1:), 5),XTR(1 ,5),XGG(10.,5, 5)
1CONC(l ,1 ,Dr( 1. ,5), XR(10 ,5) ,CCCT, IDA.AT( 10)
C2MMON /F UX P (2 1 5) ,A N0R M,9bN RMiA ( 2';1,95) ,b( 2 , 5) ,
1 C(2-1,5) ,W(2i 1,5,5) ,S(2 1,5)
RITE (6,9Q1)
WRITE (6,993) ( ( I,J,PH I( T,J) I =1 ,NP) ,J=1,NGP)
' 1 ORMAT ('1' ,2;X,'ADJOINT EDIT )
















































I NGP ,NRG,N MAT, NGFOM,J B
21RVAkY( 0 A),MVARY,ITMA
3J!)UMI , THO L.i0( Qr
COMMN/DFLTA/ THSA(1I
I THTPP( 1 , 5), THSTT( I
2 DSTN(17,5,5),DTRPM( 1
3 SFU(1,5),SCU(1 -,9),
CO MMN /IX/ IC1
1 SIGc(l1,5,5)
C[OM"FN/KS'4Y/ S (1 ,5)
1 URC( ),S (1 L)f)PL(
C7,QAN/ C NV/ CPMA( 30
C(1 GN/DELFI/ IP,I IJ
CO0 1MrN/ITER/ NIT
N CE NC + 1
TP(KNA.F0.1) G7 Ti?
IF(NIT.NF. ) G-J TO 2
READ(5,25, ) Vhi,NPR,
IF(NPq.NE.2) G T! 1
REV-)( 5,252r' ) IONA
2520 FOrvMAT(I5)

























JBCR , NFG ,JA C, NP, NPT(1), IOP,NRVARY,
IT.iAXIITO, ITIKFEP, MCODE,tBIG,JRIG, IAJ,
,T) ,T HN SF( 1,5 ),THO(i,5) ,THST 1( ,5,5)
5) ,DSAM( 10,5) ,ONSFM( IC ,5) ,DDM(10,5
,5) ,DSTTA( 10, 5) ,THSF( 1 ,5) ,DSFM( 10,5)
SiP(F'.5),POWED(10),CONCP(10),VNO






















































THSF( I,J)=.-THNSF ( I,J)=e.
THTkP (I J) =f.0
THST T(I , J)=,.7
5SAM(I,J)=.
DS&FM (I, J )=.
DNSFM( I ,J)=0.
)TP PA C 1 , J ) *
DSTTM(I,J)=.
SCU ( I ,J)=;.
SCU( I,J )=?.0





C ) N T IN UE
DO 11 1=1 , NGP
PC0i 11l,N'CR
TISA (K, I)=T HSA (K,
TH SA(K, ) =ITHSA (K,
THSF(K, I)=TH1SF(K,
THSF (K I) =THSF (V ,
TNI4SF (K ,I )= THNSF(
THNSF(K, 1)=THNSF(
TTRP K , ) =THTRP(
THTRP(K,I )=THTRP(
t)7 11 L =1, NG'P
C P (IP),CONCP(IU)
NCENTRATION OF PURF 1ATERIALS')






K, I) +CONC PC
K,! 1-CONC(
)*SIGC( IP,I)

















































THST (K, I,L )=THST (K, I ,L)-CONCP(IU)*S IGGG( IU, I,L)
THSTT(K, I)=THSTT (K,I)+THST (K,I,L)
11 CDNTINUr-
2 DC) 13 I=1,NGP
00 13 K=1,NRG
DDM(KI)= -DTRPM(Ki)/(3.',*(STR(K ,I)*STR(KI)))
13 T f-(K , I )=-THTRP(K, I (3. *(S TR( PK ,1) *STR (K, I))
DU 6C I=l,NGP
D" 61 K=1,NCR
SFU(K,I )= CNCP(IU)*SIGF( IU,I)
SCU(K, I )= CONCP(IJ)*(S IGC( IU, I )-SIF( IJ, I
SUIJP (K , I )S C U ( K, I ) + CONIC P ( I P ) *S PIGC( IP , I )
SB(K, I )=CONC( IU,K)*(STGC( iU, I )-STGF( IU, I ))-COJNC( IP,K)*SIGC( IP, I)
61 CrNTINU E
DC 6- K=NCE,NRG
SFU.(K , )= CONCP( IU)*S I GF( IU, I)
SUP (K, I )=0 .,
Sti(K, I )=CJONC( I U,K)*(S IGC( IU, I )-SIGF( IU, I))
SCU (K, I )=CNCP ( TU )*(S I 3C ( II, I )-S IGF( IU, ))
C6'T I NUE
nn 1< K=1, NCR






























COMMCN/POWE R/ SIGFM(1, 5)
1FS)IT(1(),TMETOL( 1C) ,SYL I
2GRPH2(10,5i) , GR PHA 1(1,5)
3 STSPIIL(27,5),SR(1 ,5),
4 SGG(1),5,5) ,DI (10 9,5)
COMMON /CNTRL/ FPS] ,FPS2,
INGP,NRG,NMA T , NGEOA, JrCL, J
2IRVADY(90),MtVARY, TM"AX.-,I
3JUUM, IHOLfD(9b)
C]MMVN /MACX/ SPT T(5) ,XA
1C-C(1 ,111) ,0(10,5 5),XR (14
COMMCN /ERR/IFRP
CrMAON /MICX/ SIGC( 10.** ,5)
/ SIGG(1,5,5)






1) ,TOTP(1 ,) , SYL I(1'),FISI
ITM(10),TMETLM(1C).,ALKGEM(
10,5) ,ALKG F( 1C ),GRPH1(10,
SNJF( (0,5) ,STP ( 1, 5)
EPS3, EFFK, TH(lu), RKl, RK2, RIG, AHOLO(90.), t
RCR ,NFG,J ACNPNPT (1C ) , IOP, NRVARY,
TAXCCIT9,ITIKEEPMCODFLBIGJBIGIAJ,
, 5) , CCiCT , IDVMAT ( 1U.)




,XNU( 1I0, 5 ) , SIGF(1r, 5),
,8(201,5) ,I
COMMO1N/KSWY/ S (I , ) P U 1 )P 1 ), U( ), S( )UR 1 ),
I ClG),S (10) ,onOPL( I
COC;MJN/DELTA/ THSA(1 95),THNSF(1l,5),THD(1".!,5),THST(1t,5,5),
1H HTPP(1t ,5),THSTT(li0,5), )SAM(1l(,5) ,0NSFM(1o,5),DDM(1Q,5),
2 STM(lp,5,5),DTRPA(1 ,5),DSTTM(10 ,5) ,THSF(1',5),SFM(10,5),
3 SFU(1',5) ,S7U(1,5) , SUP(1 ,5) ,POWED(1),vCONCP( 1),VN0
C1MI-N/ ITER/ NIT
CO0AfCN/C9NV/ CRMA(3-) ,NPR ,KNA ,NCR, I)
DIAFNS!,N A R A (3r) , SPOL ( 3 ) ,D-PC ( 3 )
EFFKI=1.3)/EFFK
Ic(KNA.EQ.1) GO TO 1
WR ITE (6,992) EFFK1
992 F9R1MA T (/' K EFFECT IVF = ',F10.6)
GO TO 11
1 4DITE(6,993) EFFK1
993 FCRMAT(///' K EFFECT IVE CIF VITODFO CO











































IF(NIT.EQ.0,) GO TO 11
IF(DABS(SPOL(M)-SPOL(M-1)) .L T.J..)C01) CALL EXIT
1.1 CALL WINI
IF(NIT.NF.C) GO T,91 ?
AK TI SH (1)= .


















rpn,, -. ,D (L)=.
SYL= .
F I S I0=e .C,
FISIOM=w.3
F SD ')=) .










































2 K=NPT ( 1)-2
N=1





TEMP=TFMP+PHL(J ,UI) *AKTIS(J)+4.O*PHL(J+lI )*AKTIS(J+1)+PHL(J+2.I)
1*AKTTS(J+2)




F I S C*
FSD=.
0 7 J=NK,2
FIS=FIS+PHL(JM)* PHI(J, I)*AKTIS(J)+4.J*PHL(J+1,M)* PHI(J+1,I)*
1AKTIS(J+1)+PHL(J+2,M)* PHI(J+2,1)*AKTIS(J+2)





















































(L )=U N ( L )+T EAP.SF1 I( L ,I )
OPU(L)=P0 j(L)+TEM;'*THSF(L,I)
PD=B3F+TEMP*Se(L,I)
IR(L.GT.NCR) GO Tf] 254
RI N=PR
GO TO 26f:
25 2 X B FzX+TEMP*SB (LI)
26 U(L )=Pi( L)-TEMP*SUP(L, I)
UjrC (L )=URCL-TEMP*SCU( , I)
RPUi=BRU+TFM4P*SCU(L, I)
TO',TP (L) =1TTP (L)+TEMiP*1SIG(Ffl(LI)
U, W(L )= WE )D( +PHL(NI, I)*S IGFM(L, I)
PLU(L )=0 RU(L )+PHL(N, I )*THSF(L,)
SYLM=SYL*:;DS AM( L, 1)
IF(I.NE.E) G0 TO 45







T)OPL ( L ) =F))L ( L ) * STS I
TOTP( L)=T'1TP (L )*STS I
SYLI(L)=SYLJ*SlSI




























































IF( NIT.E . )








G r T: ?1
IF( rAl(BRA(NT)-BP A(NIT-1)).LT. . Io)1) CALL FXIT
G7 " TO 21 -







































































































































































































































































1-(I I dN=( I)IdN
3nIINOD
2I) Lii G~l (TCS3VN>ILJI1
W'UN*( 1 Mfd=()OUd
WdNd*(1)~ld( I)fcd
w -LNd *(I )Odd 1 )fldd
k, i N d* 1 )N1bf (1) dn
NL1O%~i/ ( I W3 0N>I1V= ( IW 3 0 IV
N iOs / 1) 3Oi v = (1I) 1O iJWv
NlUSA/(1Il3i=(1l)lII
NIOS/()'lIDiSP1)1II
NlOSA/ I )WlI1AS=( 1 hWJAS
NIGSA/t])llAS=dl)IlAS
:jf) N I I N Li J






FORMAT(///' BREEDING GAIN =1,F15.7)
FORMAT(///' INTERNAL BREEDING GAIN =1, F15.7)














































































































DV2R (K, I)= .
DV2L(K,1)=0.0







DUVR (K, I )=10 . )
DVUR(Kv)=0.O




















































































































































VlJSR (N, I) =UVSR(N, I)
VUR(N,I)=(13.0*R/420".0+HA(K)/60.0)*HA(K)*HA(K)/DI(K,1)





















































































































































































2GRPH2(10,5) ,GRPHA1(1O,5) ,GRPHA2(10,5) ,ALKGE(10),GRPH1(10,5),
3 STSPPL(201,5),SR(10,5),SA(10, 5),SNUF(10,5),STR (1(,5),
4 SGG(l1C,5,5),DI(10,5)





1CO' NC(10 ,10) , (10,5 ),XR (10, 5),CCCT ,IDMA T (10)











































































IF(I.EQ.1) GO TU 10C
G(M,NI)=DI(1,1)*0.6+CR*U2R(1)
G ( M,9N+1 ) =DI ( 1, I ) *(. .6 +CR*UUtR (1)















1U0 G(M,N) =-DI(1, I)*(DU2R(2)+DU2L(2))+CR*(U2R(2)+U2L(2))
.F(M,N)= DI(1,1)*DUUL(2)-CR*UUL(2)








































































G(MN+3)=-DI (J , I
1 CRR*V2R(L,I,1)
G(M,N+4)=-DI(NR,
G(M ,N+5 )=-DI (NR,
NA=NA+2









F (J, 1) -SR (J,1)-SA (JqI )
F(NRI)-SP(NR,I)-SA(NRI)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMMON /MACX/ SPECT(5),XA(1C0,5),XNUF(11,5),XTR(10,5) ,XGG(10,5,5),
























































































































































































































































PROD= (DOM(L, I) /DI(L, I)
1 ,i)-SPECT(I)*DNSFM(L,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21RVARY(90) ,MVARY, ITMAX0, ITMAXIITO, ITIKEEPMCODE,LBIGJBIG, IAJ,
3JDUM, IHOLD(90)
COMMON/POWFR/ SIGFM(1',51 ,AKTIS(2j1),TOTP(10),SYLI(l, FSIT(.C),
1FSDIT(10),TMETOL(10),SYLIM(10),FISITM(10),TMETLM(10),ALKGEM(10)9
























































































































































































































IF(I.EQ.1) GO TO 91
DO 92 M=1,NAGN
02 C (1,,M1 9M)=WK(K,M)
K=K+l
91 DO 93 J=2,NOPT
DO 94 M=1,NAGN










































































































































COM= S IGF M (L , M) *VUL ( N, M)
























































































































































BS( I )=BS( I)+AS( I,J)*UO(L)
28 CONTINUF
























































AS( I ,J)=1 .0
BS( I )=UO( L)-THJO
M=I+NVC
A S (M, J )=1.
BS(M)=UO(L)+THUO
50 CONTINUE
GO TO (2C1, 201, 203) ,NPR



















































































































WRITE(6,61 t 0) NIT




















































IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z )

















NCUT = 4*M + 200
NVER = M*.5 + 5
M2 = M*M
FEAS = .FALSE.
IF (INFLAG.NE.') GO TO 1400
C* 'NEW' START PHASE ONE WITH SINGLETCN BASIS
DO 14;2 J = 1,N
KB(J) =
KO = .FALSE.
DO 14i$3 I = l,M
IF (A(I,J).FQ.0.0) GO TO 1403










































JH (I) = -1
1401 CONTINUE
C* 'VFR' CREATE INVERSE FROM 'KB'
1320 VER = .TRUE.
INVC = 0
NUMVR = NUMVR +1
TRIG .FALSE.














AND 'JH' (STEP 7)
JH(I) = -1
FORM INVERSE
DO 1102 JT = 1,N











































00 1104 1 = 1,M
IF (JH(I).NE.-.OR.DARS(Y(I)).LE.TPIV) GO TO 1104
IF (KO) GO TO 1116
IF (X(I).EQ.".) GO TO 1115
IF (DABS(Y(I)/X(I)).LE.TY) GO TO 1104
TY =DABS(Y(I)/X(I))
GO TO 1118
1115 KQ = .TRUE.
GO TO 1117





























1200 VER = .FALSF.
C **
C* 'XCK' DETFRMINE FEASIRILITY
NEG = FALSE.
IF (FEAS) GO TO 51'f
FEAS= .TRUE.
DO 1201 I = 1,M
IF (X(I).LT.3.0) GO TO 1
IF (JH(I).EQ.0) FEAS =
1201 CONTINUF
C* 'GET' GET APPLICABLE PRICES
IF (.NOT.FEAS) GO TO 501






1250 FEAS = .FALSE.
NEG = .TRUE.



















































DO 5')8 J = 1,M
P(J) = P(J) +





DO 510 J = 1,M
P(J) = P(J) -












DO 701 J =1,N
IF (KB(J).NE.g)
DT = 0.0
00 303 I = 1,M
OT = DT + P(I)
303 CONTINUE
IF (FEAS) DT =





C TEST FOR NO PIVOT COL
















































C TEST FOR ITERATION LIMIT FXCEEDED
IF (ITER.GE.NCUT) GO TO 16(,
ITER = ITER +1
C* 'JMY' MULTIPLY INVERSE TIMES A(.,JT)





DO 6C5 1= 1,M
AIJT = A(I,JT)
IF (AIJT.EO.O.) GO TO 602
COST = COST + AIJT * PE(I)
OF0 6:6 J = 1,M
LL = LL + 1
Y(J) Y(J) + AIJT * E(LL)
6 6 CONTINUE
GO TO 635
602 LL = LL + M
625 CONTINUE
C CCMPIJTE PIVOT TOLERANCE
YMAX = '
DO 621 I 1,M
YMAX = DMAX1(DAS(Y(I)),YMAX )'
62 CONTINUF
TPIV = YMAX * TEXP
C RETURN TO INVERSION ROUTINE, IF
IF (VER) GO TO 1114
C COST TOLERANCE CONTROL
RCDST = YAAX/PBl
.IF (TRIG.AND.RB.GE.-TPIV) GO TO 203
TRIG = .FALSF.
IF (BB.GE.-TPIV) TRIG = .TRUE.
C* 'ROW' SELECT PIVOT ROW
C AMONG EQS. WITH X=., FIND MAXIMUM Y AMONG








































ARTIFICIALS, OR, IF NONE,




DO 115f, I =1,M
IF (X(I).NE.C.Q.OR.Y(I)
IF (JH(I).FQ.0) GO TO
IF (K) GO TO 1050
1045 IF (Y(I).LF.AA) GO TO
GO TO 1047
1044 IF (KQ) GO TO 1)45
KQ = .TRUE.
1247 AA = Y(I)
IR = I
105') CONTINUE






FINO MIN. PIVOT AMONG POSITIVE EQUATIONS





IF (.NOT.NEG) GO TO 1C99
C FIND PIVOT AMONG NEGATIVE EQUATIONS9 IN WHICH X/Y IS
C MINIMUM X/Y IN THE POSITIVE EQUATIONS, THAT HAS THE L
B9 = - TPIV





C TEST FCR NO PIVOT POW
1'99 IF (IR.LE.0) GO TO 2(7
C* 'PIV PIVOT ON (IR,JT) (STEP
IA = JH(IR)
IF (IA.GT. ) KB(IA) = .
(I) ) GO TO 1010
LESS THAN THE
ARGEST ABSF(Y)















































DO 904 J = 1,M
L = LL + IR
IF (F(L).NE.".- ) GO
LL = LL + M
GO TO 904
9w5 XY = E(L) / YI
PE(J) = PF(J) + COST
F(L) = 0.n
DO 9C6 I = 1,M













































XY = x(IR) / YI
DO 9C9 I = 1, M
XOLD = X(I)





IF (VER) GO TO 112
IF (NUMPV.LE.M) GO TO 1200
C TEST FOR INVERSION ON THIS ITERATION
INVC = INVC +1
IF (INVC.EQ.NVER) GO TO 1320
GO TO 12, ('
C* END OF ALGORITHM, SET EXIT VALUES **







160 K = 4
GO TO 250
FEASIBLE OR INFEASIBLE SOLUTICN
2.3 K =
250 IF (.N-T.FEAS) K = + 1
Dn 1399 J = 1,N
XX = 1.0
KRJ = KB(J)
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